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INTRODUCTION
This "Basic Information for Case No. 11" is made up in the form
of a ready reference manual with a table of contents. Some of the
items in the Basic Deformation, such as the charts, expositions, etc.,
are submitted for information and convenience. Many of the listings
of membership in the governing bodies and main committees have been
compiled ffom doorments which v/ill be offered in evidence later.
However, it is not intended that the Basic Informa.tion itself be
considered as evidence.
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Wichtige geschichtliche Daten
Hague Convention for Pacific Settlement
of Interna,tional Disputes
Hager Abkommen ueber die friedl^che Bei-
legung von internati<;>nalen S.tneitfaellen
Hague Convention for Pacific Settlement
of International Disputes
Hager Abkommen ueber die friedliche Bei-
legung von internationalen Streitfaellen
Founding of the German Republic
Gruendung der Deutschen Republik
Friedrich Ebert becomes Reich President
Friedrich Ebert -vd-rd arster R,eichspraesident
Signing of the Treaty of VersaUles
Unterzeichnung des Vertrages von Versailles
Acceptance of the ^Jeimar Constitution
Annahme der Verfas sung vori 'Teimar
Hitler promulgates the 25 points of the
Program of the NSD.vP
Hitler verkuendet die 25 Punkte des nationa^-
sozialistischen Programms
Hitler becomes Fuehrer of the NSPAP
Hitler wird Fuehrer der N3DAP
Treaty betv/een U.S. and Gen-iany rest*/ring
friendly relations
Vertrag zi/iso :en den Vereinigten Staaten und
Deutschland u ber die ifiederlierstellung
froundscliaftlicher Qeziehungen
Beer Ha.ll Putch at Hunich
iiUenchner Bierha3,len Putsch
After the death of Hbert, Paul von Hindenburg
is elected Reich President
Nach dem Tfd von dbert r/ii'd Paul von Hindenburg
zura Reichspraesident ge\'/aeh.lt
Locarno Treaties
Vertraege von Locarno
I'ellogg-Briajid Pact outlav/ing v/ar
Hellogg-Briand Hriegsaechtungspalct
1899
July 29
1907
Oct^ 18
1918
Uov. 9
1919
June 28
August 11
1920
Feb. 24
1921
5u1F"29
August 25
1923
Nov, 9
1925
April 26
Oct. 16
1928
iiUgust 27
19^9
Heinrich Hiramler appointed as Ghlei of Jan. 6
the S3, jjlite Guards
Heinrich HiMiiler vdrd Chef der Schutz-^
staffein (S3)
Geneva Convention about Prisoners of VJar July 2?
Genfer JCorivention ueber die Behandlung
der Kriegsgefangenen
1930
Dro Heinrich Bruening^ Catholic Centrist Larch 30
is appointed as Reich Chancellor
Dr. Heinrich Bruening von der Katholischen
Zentrumspartei z'oin Reichskanzler ernannt
German Reichstag Elections; 107 NSDAP members Sept. 14
among 577 Reichstag deputies
VJahlen z'om Deutschen Reichstag: 107 national-
sozidlistische Abgeordnete unter 577 Reichs
tagsabgeo r.dneten
1932
Hindcnburg re-elected Reich President vdth April 10
53/j of the votes^ Hitler votes; 36,8^'
Hindenburg wird mit 53^0 der Stiramen zum Reichs-
praesidenton vdedergewaehlt^ Hitler erhaelt
36c8^ der Stimmen
Reich Chancellor Heinrich Bruening replaced June 1
by Franz von Papon
Reichskanzlor Heinrich Bruening vdrd durch
Franz von Papen ersetzt
Reich Cliancellor von Papen replaced by General Dec. 3
Kurt von Sclileichor
Reichskanzlor Papen idrd von Kurt von Schleicher
ersetzt
1933
Hitler appointed as Reich Chancellor. Among Jan. 30
the members of his first cabinet s Schvverin von
Krosigk
Hitler ^ard zw Reichakanzlcr ernannt. Unter den
Litgliedern des ersten Kabinetsr Scmverin v^n Krosigk
Reichstag Fire Feb. 27
Reiohstagsbrand
Decree for the Protection of People and State Feb. 28
suspending civil liberties
Verordnung zum Schutz von Volk und Staat durch
die verfassungsmaessige Freiheit';n aufge hoben
7/erden
Enabling Act l^rch 2%
Ermaechtigungsgasetz
Boycott against Jewish business April 1
boycott gegen juodische Gesc-iaefte
1933
Dissolution of Trrde Unions ?-
lufloosung der UQWerkschrXten
L"w p.g-'inst forrartion of New Parties ^ ^
(lesota gegen die Ne\ibi:3.dung von prrteien
Gemcnj vdthdrc.w5 from, the Digamrnont Confe^nce 1^
and the League of Nations
l)4"a.tschland zieht sich von der Abr\j.ostungskpnfcrenaj
und den VoelkerbufL4 zurueek
Law securing unity of NSDAP •'^ nd State ^
GQsetz uober die Einheit von pa,:ptei und Staat
1934
Gerr-ianHpclieh Ncn'rrAggreseion Pact
Deutsch^olnischer. Nichtangriff spakt
i_ •r^ 3®Roehn Purge /
Roehra putsqh
Axfter the death of president von Hincicnburg the August 1
office of Reich President is united vdth that
of the Reich Chancellor^ both offices filled
by Hitler .
Nach den Tode des Reichspraesidenten vcn Hinderiburg
viird Hitler Fuehrer und Reicihskanzler
Re-rin1^roduction of conpulsory nilitarj''seinrice
Wiedv3reinfu©krung der allgeaeinen 'Jehrpflicht
Nuernberg Ra.ciaJL Laws
Nuernberger Rassengssetze
Occupation of de^.u.litarized Rhineiand
Besetzung des derailitarisierten Rheinlandes
GeinanrAustria.n Treatj'' of Friendship
DeutschrOesterreichiccher FrGundschaftspa.kt
Beginning of the Spanish Civil '•far
Beginn des spanischen Bnergerkrieges 1937
Jan, '26
Civil Service Adt
Reichsbcantengesetz
Hitler assunes Connand of the A^ned pbrces
Hitler uebernlnnt das Korxiando der VJehrr-iacht
Ribbentrop appointed as Reich Foreign MiniGtor
Ribbontrop zun Reichsaussenninister ornannt
Berchtesgaden Conference between Hitler -nd
Schuschnigg ^ ,
Konferenz in Berchtesgaden zv/ischen Hitler un
Schuschnigg
Invasion of Austria (Case Otto)
EinfalL nach Oesterroieh (Fall Otto)
Gorof.n .-aswnces t|0 Czsohosloyki"
Vsrsichermig IJeutschtoids nn die Tseh9#hosl<w^dcei
Hunich fact
i:uenchner Abkonrien
-r
1935
iiTarch l6
sept*. 151
1936
Karch 6
July 11
July 17
jais
Fob* k
!
Feb* 4
Feb* 12
llarch 12
Sept, 2$
gcpt, 29
Gernrn troops enter Sudeten te^^ritcry
Doutscho Truppon ruocken in dns S^dotenlr.nd ein
pogron rgrlnst Jews (Christrl 'Teek")
progron gcgcn Juden ("Kristr.IivYoche")
Hitler-^Hnoha neeting ^ Berlin
Hitlerr-H" cha Begegnung in Berlin
Occupation oi Behonia and iioravia (case Gruen)
Beset2iung dqr Tschochoqlovfckoi (pall Gruon)
Incorporai^lon of Meael
p;^ngliedorung vori llenol
It?J4-a-n invasion of Albarxia
Italienischor Einfall in Albanien
GernianTDanish Non-Aggression Treaty
Deutsch-^aenisdaer Nichtangriffspakt
Geraanr^SSR •N^n-rAggrossion Trodby
DeutschrRussischer Ilichtaixgriff spakt
Gernan Peace Assurance to Luxenburg
Peutsche 'Priedenqvorsicherung an Luxeraburg
Incorporation o^ Danzig
Eingliederung yon Qanzig
Invasion of Poland rr(case ^ciss)
Einfall naoh Polon rt ^all V^efss)
Gerrian-^Russian Friendship Treaty
DQutsch«Russ ischer Freundschc.ftsvcrtrag
Gernan peace Assurance to Noinvay
poutsche Friodensversiohepung an Norwegen
Gernan peace A®Yugoslavia
Deutsche Friedcnayersichcrung an Jugosla-vyien
Invasion of pennark and Norway (Case Yfoseruebung)
EinfcH nach Baenenark und Norwegen (pall yeseruebwg)
Inva.sion of the Low Countries^ Belgiun and Luxeniburg
(case Gelb)
Einfall, in die Niedorlrande^j Belgien und Luxcsnburg
(pall Gelb)
|unkirk
puenklrcheu
petaints ArritstiGe Offer
petain\s Tfaffenstillstandsangebot
Tripartite pect^ . Gernany^ Italy^ JapanDreiaa.echtepa.kt zwischen BeutsQhiand, It^.iien;f
Invasion of Greece by Itdly
193^
sept, 30
Nov* 9
1939
HTch 14
Ilarch 15
Harch 22
April 7
Hay 31
August 23
August 26
sept, I
Sept. 1
sept, 2S
Oct. 6
Oct. 6
1940
April 9
May 10
beg, of June
June 17
septI 27
I
Oct, 2$
1941
Gornnn troops onter Bulc-'^rir. l.;arch 2
Doutsche Truppen gohen nach Bulgr.ricn
Yugoslavia joins Tripartite F<''ct and receives H^^rch 25
assurance of friendship
JUgoslavfiep tritt don Lreinr.echtepalct boi und
erhaolt Froundschaftsversichorungen
Invasion of Greece and Yugoslavia (Case I^arita) April 6
EirJ!all nach Griochenland und Jugoslavaen (Fall H-Tita)
Invr.sion of the Soviet Union (Case Ba.rbarossa) June 22
Einfall in die Sowjet-Union (Fall Barbarossa)
Japanese attack on pearl Harbor Dec* 7
Jcpcnischor Angriff a.uf pearl Harbor
1942
Landing of the Allies in North Afried Nov/ S
Die Alliiepten landen in Nordafrilcc
1943
Gernah troops surrender at Stalingrad FeF^ 2 y
Deutsche Truppen ergeben ,sich in Stalingrad
Allied L'^ndings in Sicily . ' July 10
Landung der Alliierten in Sicilian
Fall of Nusgolini Jul^'' 25
Sturz von Mussolini "
1944
Landing of the Allies r Nornandy June 6
Landung der AHiierten in dor Norr^ia.ndie
Battle of the Bulge Doc, 20
Die EiffelrArdenncn Cifcnsiye
1945
Unconditional surrender of Gorn<any May ^
Bodingungslose Uebergabe Doutsqhlands
.5.
!!• POLITICAL HISTORT OF THE THMD REICH
The politioal History of the Qcrnan Reich frca 1871 to 1945 is
divided into, three.parts:
(1) The first began on January 18^ 1871 when BISMARCK- created the
Gerpan Empire during the Franco'^Prussian war^. It ended on Noveriber 9> '
1918 with the collapse of Gemany after World War 1». Luring this period
the Reich was headed by three enperors: Wilhelra Priederich III> end
Wilheln 11^ This ere was also known as the Eecond Reich, reference being
taken to the First Reit^h, the Holy Romn Empire of German iJetions which
ended in 1806,
(2) The second period was knoim as Wsinar Rej^blic, deriving
its ncme from the city of Weimar T^ero the German repub3l;can constitu^
tion was adopted in 1919* It began on November 9; 1919 and terminated
on January 30;^ 4933 with the accession of HITLER to powdr*. Under the
republican constitution, the Chief Executive of the Government was the
President,. While the .Republic was in existenco, two presidents were
elected and served terms—Eriederich EBERT and Paul Von HIWDENBURG,
✓
(3) The third period was the period of the National Socialist regime,
usually called the Third Reich* This era bogan on J'^nuary 3Q, 1933 when .
HITLER, the Fuehrer (Leader) of the National Socialist Workers Harty
(Nationalsozialistisohe Deutscho Arbeiterpartei, abbroviated
became Reich Chancellor, It ende<^ with the unconditional surrender
of Germany on May 8, 1945^
Ill, GOVERNI-fflNT'structure OF THE THIRD REICH
The governciGntal structure of the Third Reich differed substantially
✓
fron that of the Gernan Enpire rnd the Wsir.inr Republic^ despite sirnilarii-
ties in fom® Although the Weinar Constitution, which safeguarded civil
liberties and state rights, v/as never repealed end nany of its articles
renained unchanged, it was lergely superseded by a series of orgrnic acts
upon which the Nazi rogino based its authority.
The Pecree for the Protection cf People and State, of February 28,
1933, suspended civil and personal liberties of the people,^ It abrogated
the guarantees of froodorA of speech, of froedofA fron searchj the right of
peaceable a.sserAbly, soorocy of ccuxiunica-tions, and the right to protection
of property.
The Enabling Act of Uaroh 23, 1933 transferred the legislative pcwer,
✓
even authorizing deviation froTA the constitution, to the Fuehrer HXTXER
and the Reich Cabinet*
The Law securing the Unity of pasty and State of pcceriber 1, 1933 der-
dared that the NSD/vP vfas inseparably united with the State,
The ,Law of August 1, 1934, prorAulgated ir.inodiatoly after the death of
the Reich president Von HXNDEWRGr, conbined the povrars of the Reich
president and Reich Chancellor in the person of HITIERf HITLER thereafter
had the title The Fuohror and Reich Chancellor.
The Law of March 31, 1933 dissolved the legislative bodies of the
states or "Laendor", e,g., Prussia, Bavaria^ the Lnw of April 7, 1933
further integrated the Laonder v^ith the Reich by providing for the appoint-^
rAont of Reich governors whose duty it vfr.s to rule ths blender in the none of
the Reich, according to the polities laid down centrally in Berlin,.
-7'
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already noted, the .sinahling -f+ct of ilarch 23, 1933 transferred
the legislative power to HxHiaJct and the 0 ahinet, ^cts passed and
decreed by these raen, altho"'jLgh in many cases termed "lavrs'*, were ac
tually decrees promulgated in the name of the Heich Cabinet (Heichs-
regierung) &n.d signed by HiTLjiH and/or the respective Heich Ilinisters*
»3Ubse.iUently) legislative power was vested iu other Hcich agencies,
and offices created by decrees or orders* i>uch agencies and offices
were the Hafch defense Council, the Liinisterial Coixacil for the defense
of the xteich, the Plenipotentiary for the I'our Year Plan, the Pleni-^
potentiary for the Economy of the Heich, the plenipotentiary for Heich
administration^ and others.
Power to legislate "v^as also delegated fron the chief of a ministry
or the Plenipotentiary to individuals within the ministry, agency, or
office, istate ^secretaries often promulgated and signed decrees.
i*-nother fundamental characteristic of the legislative system of
the I'hird Reich ^ras the secrecy of certain laws. Under the Weimar
Constitution, laws passed by the Reichstag, before having legal effect,
had to be published in the Heichsgesetzblatt, coniarable to the United
States iatatutes at Large. Under the Hazi regime, provisions relating
to general publication of acts and decrees were no longer observed.
The publication of certain acts and decrees were prohibited by clauses
within the acts themselves. iTevertheless, such acts were binding upon
all whom they affected, Examples of this are seen in the ^ ecret Hoich
Defense Laws, publication- of which was forbidden.
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'3-. POLITICAL
The Gup"J^eiiie Heloh afiianeies (ooe'^ste flsichsDehcerden)
also kno-vn as Genti^al agencies (Zentr^albehoe'^slen) were
loca.ted in Berlin on^ or in "ihe vicinity ©i", the '-Vilhelm
Strass^* They consisted of Jieich Liinlstfies (Reic^s-
ministerien) and other supreine Heich agencies, many
of them newly created under the Nazi ""©gime. From the
viewpoint of their organization some of these ministries
and agencies v?ere compara'ole to'executive departiiients
and agencies in the United States or to ministries in
other European countries, Howeve*^, their functions were
entirely different, since their field of jurisdiction
included exercise of legislative and, to some extent,
judicial po^"er,
Ai'flong the Keich iiinistries or t Gher supreme Heich
agneioes which figu*''0 in this case .?ref
The Reich Ghancelle'^y (Reichskanzlei), a cent"'al
•| 1 ' I v'-ii' '7' ;• '^1"; ' •
agency for the coordination of the actions of all sup"^eme
Reich agencies. According to the "llandouch fuer das
Deutsche Heioii of .1936", "it is the duty of the Chief
®f the Reich Chancellery to inform the Fuehrer and Reich
Chancello-" aoout the cur'^ent questions of policy 8-nd to
p"^epare t he directives," 1 he defendant LA. I was
Reich Rinister and Chief pf the Reich Chancelle'^y'
The Rreeidentlal Cha.noelle'^y (?residialkanz1e1)
charge of the accivities resulting frorn the position
of the Reich Chancellor as sovereign he-^d of the 3tate^
Head of the Praoi^^ential Chancellery wps the defendant
RhISSlvRR, who held similar -iositions under the Reich
presidents, Friederich RBCRT and Paul von HIHRFUHURU,
The Reich Ifinistry of Fej'-eign Affairs (Auswae'^^tigesI'u • .•(••If.iil'i II H_ H f'ii" I • .n|l i Ti.>y'l.! i i,i , | m.«•
/^nt), was C0iapar,qble in st'^uctu^'-e to the De-'^ '^ '^ tment of
g|t?.,t-3 in the U'vited States o"" to the Britigh Fo*''eign
1-10**
Office. Its fl'^st Fo"^eign LCinister under Kitler wp.s
Kcnstantin von Keurpth (until 1938) and his successor, v-ras
Jcachim von HiDbent^op (1938 - 1945), Sight nieji&ers of
this minist'-'y are defendants in tliis triel: fouv State ft-:
Secretpriesj S'>^nst von 'YSIZSAlClCSn, G-ustpv Adolf STISl'OAACKT
von L!OYLAl!D, I'ilheltn KS?: LIRj Irnst '"ilhelin 30HLI; Under
State Seo'^etcary A-nst 70Ait..Uhhvi; A-bassador K.grl HITiAH;
Iliniste'oial Dirigent Otto von SidDLCAih"SDCHFF; and Reich
plenipotentiary, Sdiflund VSASSilliYIR.
The Reich Linistry of Puclic Snlighteniiient and
PrppaganO-a (Reichs-ninisteriuni fuer yolhsaufkla,erung unc.
Ft'opaganda) ^"^as created oy the Kazi regi.'ie on Ya'cch 13,
1933, Its -.eich Ydnistar v-ps Paul Josef Ooeboels, The
State Secretary of this minietry is a efend^nt in this
trial.
The Reich hinist"'y of the Interior (Reichs-iinisterium
des Innern) comparable in its structure to most inte'^ior
ministries of continental Furope, out not to the repp."^tment
of the Interior in the United States, had iiiioo"^tant
legislative functions and controlled in general the national,
state, and local administrations, the civil service, ond
the central police administ-'^^tion. Its Reich hiniste^ ^'^as
Uilhelm Frick (f'^om 1933 to 1943), who was also Pleni
potentiary for the whole administr-^tion of the Gre*''man
Reich, Frick was succeeded oy rieinrich Himmltr (1943 to
1945), One me loe^^ of this ministry is a defendant in this
tria^l; State Sec-^etary 'Tilhelm STUChART, He ^ '^.as also
' Staff lercdar to the Plenipotenti-'^ry to Reich Administ"''stion,
The Ilinist-^y of Finance (Reichsfinanzministeium)
was co.roarr ole in its st^^uoture '^dth the reooroment of the
T-^easury in ti:e United States. Its minister, Lutz
SGrhFRIU von KRCSIUH, is a c ex-'endant in this trial.
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There existed aiany others su^oreiae Heioh amende
suoh as, the ..Iinis"cr.y of Justioe (Thlsraoh j the
Ministry of haisor (Seldte ^), the hinistry of Zlduoation
(Hust "^0 ^ the ..llnistry of Post (Ohnesorge), Church
Affaire (herrl , the Ai-" hinistry (^oering •»), the
Ministry of 'var, later superseded by the High COin:i:)a.nd
of the Ci-ariQan A'^ med F'o'^ces (Keltel *) (Oberkomuando
car tTehruiacht, or OlOI) ^
Info.rxaation on other supreme P.eich a.utnoritles '•j^ith
which these proceedings a"'e concerned, especially in the
economic field, is treated in the following pages, The
treatment ^All be in greater detail because of their
special nptu'^e.
-^12-^
2. HCOHOlCig
Thei?e is set fo"Pth below a b'rief deso'^iptlon o.f the
mo""e i:aportpnt ;^over'nment agencies conce'cnei with the cont'r'ol
of economy in the Third R.eich which a"^e involved in the
present proceedings.
There were constant changes in the economic str»uctu"'^e
of lazi G-e'^ many as the "^egime faced in turn the p'^oblems
of domestic consolidauion, intensive reawmamsnt, and the
wa.ging of war. Ne"' agencies "'ere created to meet ne"^'
p'"oblerfls and functions "'ere shifted from one agency'" to
another, often ^^'ithout clea'^ lines of dema"^cation.
The hinist'r/ of jjconomics (Heichs^'irtschaftsministerium
RT;;.) ; At the Deginning of the hazi Regime, the Reich
l..inistry of Economics "^as the central gove-mment agency
for the detc'-vnination of economic policy and economic
administration. Its im •ortance decreased after Goering
had been appointed Tlenipotentiary fo"" the Four Ye=!r Plan
in the fall of 1938, After the reo'^g^^niza Jion by G-oering
in February 1938, the I'lnistry of Iconomics 'regained to
seme e?:te:it its fo"'iuer ;::)Osition, lu-'ing the wa."* it
g'^adually lost its influence, this time to bhe Ilinist'^y of
A'^ ms and hunitions headed oy Speer. Sneer finally gained
complete control over all of German production in 1943,
leaving the ..inist-^y of Fconomios only the cont-ol of
supply and dist'r'ioution of c nsumer goods for civilian
population, foreign t"'ac..e, fo'^eign t'-'ade policy'' end control
of credit institutions,
The first -minister of TG;nomics in Hitl -r's caeinet
was Alfred Rugenoerg, le.'^der "che Ge-an-^n *natio:.alist
Party, "'i^o resigned in June 1933. nis puccesso"^ Ku'^t
Schmitt, wm© •^emainev. in of ;hce until August 1934c Pr.
Hjalmar Schacht (Preslaent of the Reichstnnh since
1935) was then appointed T'lniste^ of Sldonomics until he
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fosignsd in Kovsinbe":'' 1937. F'to-u NovCiTiosn 1937 tc F6b"^u-'^ "'^ 7-''
1938 rroenin;^. took over the .'linist"";/ of Economics; which he
relinquished to 'valter Funk on 3 Feo'^ 'UP'^ y 1938 "'ho rem^dned
ilinister of IconCiTdcs until the end of the war,
'Then Funk beca.ae —iniste*^ of Fconoiuics in 1938, deed
ing officials of the Four Yeer ?lan were -••ut in charge of
the most iaiqcrtant main departments of his IIinist-''3'' and
many functions which the office of the Four Yea.r Flan h-'^ d
tamen over during the pet'iod of rivalry oetween Goering
and Schacht v.-ere transfer-ed oack to the liinistry of
Economics. For special fields of p"^oduction, which we'^ ^e
particularly imijortant to the war effo'^t, Goering ap'^ointed
Plenipotentiaries General who we"*e vested with the full
power of the Four Year Plan in their particular fields,
e.g. Genera.l v n Hanneken was appointed plenipotenti'^rp
General for Iron'and Steel in 1937; Dr. Krauch Plenipoten-
tia-^^' Gen-roi for special Tasks of Ghemioal Produotion in
1938. Du'^ing :he war, Speer ond Sauckel were appointed
Plenipotentiaries General fo*^ their particular fields
descrioad oelow.
Schacht instituted a "New Plan " which was designed to
•^ebuild German econo-iy ?nd further the secret •^ea'^mament.
Upon Schacht's '"esibn'''tion his "New plan" was "•eol-'^ ced
O'j Goering's Four Yea.r Plan which was to m '^ke Germ-^.ny read;/
for war within four years and to iriccke it self-sufficient in
the most important st"'ategic m^te'-i^ls.
Fconomic Organization? The basic law concerning the
new organis structu^^e of German Indust'^y and business was
promulgated 17 Fe oruary 1934. The ."leich hinister of
Fcono.i.ios - as establishol as the suc'^e ae leader of Ger..n?n
econoxiiy. The I'i-^st article of the dec'ee provided:
"The .-leich l.liniste"^ uf Fcono.rilcp Is empc'''5'^ed
for the prc5p•='^ at"Lon of the organic structure of the
German Fee no .ay {
"1, To recognize econc-nic associations
(Wirtschaftsverbanc^.e) as the sole rep'r^esentp.ti
of their economic branch;
^'2. To establish, to dissolve, o*^ to
merge economic associations;
"r3. To amend, to su-roleaient by-la^j^s and
contracts (les3llsch9ftsver't"''aege) of economic
associations; ;)p"r'ticulo.rly to institute the
lep.de"'ship xjrinciiple (Fuehr-e'^g'^unds^ tz). ^
The changes effected pu>^suant to this decree c )nve"^ted
the then pre-existing highly oi^gonized associations into
compulsory orgpnizations unde'^ the g0ne'> '^=>l di""setion of the
hiniste'" of Economics.
Ilxisting territorial organizations of the Ghamb5"'s of
Industry -nd Commerce, andChaxnoe-'s of H°ndic--'aft ^ce
continued, rlo'-eve--, they consclidpted in the inid'le
level to "regional economic chrmoers ('•'i'r'tschaftskaims'^n)
and at the n?ti:nal level into ° fede"^ation of Gha:ibO"r's of
Industry and Go.:iita"^ce, A ne^- agency, the Aeich Economic
Chamber (Aeichs^^irtschaftshammer) wog established in the
hinistry of Tccnomics to coordinate at the top level the
fUxictional and ter-^itoriql a.ssociations.
The ne^i' functional o-:'ga]iizations consisted of;
(a) Helch groups (Reichsgruppen)
( b) Fconoraic g'-ou/^s ('"i^'tschai tsg"^up"oen)
(o) DUb-g""OU'Js (Fachgrup-en)
There were seven Aeichsg'^uppeii at the top level, one
each for industry, com.ue'^ce, oamhing, lnou"'anc3, "oo'^-r,
handicroft --nd tourist traffic, They Go'^-"cs-oond3d to tne
foruer Spitzenveroaende, The .leichsgruptis Indusorie
(heich &roup Indust'"y) was ma.ie up of 31 ijcono nic G"ou:)s,
each rep-^esenting one orancii of incustry, Tach of tae-se
Groups in turn "'as fu""'ther suo-divided into vr."^ious sub
groups or into ter-'^itoriai suo-divislons of the Tcono.uic
Group.
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HJvery entrep'rensu^ ^''as Tecul'^ed to oalon^ to the local
Ch-.ao5i^ in his aT-ea and to the an-oropi^lote functional
organization coiflprising his ouslness^ fhe elective features
of the forms'^ orga.nization ^'ere aoollshed anc* the leade^-
shio principle adopted the selection of officers. The
liinister of .TconomiGs av)pointed the heads of the P.elch
Hconotiic Ghaiuoer pnd of the helchsgrupoen and these heeds
in turn pppointed the suDordinate le'^derg. The cliprte*^ of
each group was decreed oy its leader and he had the duty
to lead his group in accordance with the principles of the
Kptional Socialist State, The ;iconornic Groups ws'^e sub
divided into Doth regional (iezirhsgrucpen) and professional
sub-groups (Jachgrunpen),
The 3conOinic Group I.Hning (^hrtschaftsg'^uope Bergba.u),
co.pijrised all laining, including the uiining of coal.
The Bconoralc G'^oucs continued in existence until "Che
end of the war although their specific functions varied
conside^aoly as the econoiaio situation of Gernany changed.
ReichBye"^einlgung Kohle (B.VK): furing "Che early yec^s
of the Third Reich private ca'"tels continued to be very
Influential, The hlnlst-^y of Tconoieics was authorized to
establish coiapulsory cartels by a decree of 15 July 1933,
or to CO apel outsiders to nrcintain ueinbership in existing
ones. This legal oasis was used durln;-^ the war fo*^ the
foundation of the Raich Association Coal (Heichsvereinlgung
Kohle - RVK),
Reich Associations ware nev top oontrol organizations
coittposed almost exclusively of leaders of the nartlculTr
field of industry over which they had supervision, they
had governaiental status and ^0^*3 vested with authority
to Issue directives binding upon all ^ne ^oe'^s of the p^rtl-^
cular industry, hany of the functions previously periorued
rl6r'
:g'-,
by various soverniEent offices and agencies were transferred
to tbe Reich Associations, and all icarket regulating
associations were plaoe;^ under their direct control.
The RVK was created in March 19^1» It was headed from
ig-^l until the end of the war by Paul Pleiger as chairman
of the Praesidium, a sovernlng committee composed of the
leaders of the coal industry^
^Vhenever a Reich Association was established for any
particular field the influence of the Sconomic Group in
that field naturally declined. However, friction was
eliminated by close interlocking of the two organizations,
e.g. the t)eputy Chairman of the RVK, Heinrich Wisselmann,
was, at the same time, the leader of the Sconomic Group
Mining, The regional organizations of the former Economic
Group Mining were left in existence, but the most important
of them were subjected to the control of the RVK, and
became in effect their regional offices.
Thfi Office of the Four Year Plan (Vieriahresplan);
At the Reich Party Rally in Huernberg on 9 September 1936,
Hitler announce-i the establishment of the Four Year Plan
and the appointment of Goerlng as Plenipotentiary in
charge, Goerlng was vested with far reaching authority to
give Orders to all governmental and party agencies, thus
creating a super-ministry in the field of econoTnioa. In
the first decree for the execution of the Four Year Plan
Go,erlng dlscloaed t.he planned organization and decided for
principal decisions to consult a Minister's Council, which
was to include State Secretary and Chief of the Reich
Chancellery LAMMERS, and as general expert for the recon
struction of German raw materials and synthetics, Keppler.-
Paul Koerner was appointed as Goerlng*s deputy- Goerlng
created six "administrative groups" (Geaohaeftagruppen) to
coordinate all problems Involved in the rsarmaraent programj
"IT "
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1) tor* -production of ra-"" .a.-^terials and synthetics, 2) fo'"^
distribution of raw .aaterlals, 3) fo"^ labo'r' plloc-^tions,
4) for culture,! production, 5), for yrice forination, and
6) fo">^ forelyn exchaiu;e. These administrative ,_.;rouys
consisted of a fe^ select ex'perts from the agencies which
had been concerned with these -prcDleins before the creation
of the ^^our Xear llan. The first administrative yroup was
known as the Office for Oerm.an -a.terials a.nd Synthetics
(..mut fuer deutsche Jtoh - und 'Yerkstoffe) under Col, Loeo.
^'/ithin this ^roup Keppler was entrusted with the pl?.nnin^^
£.nd execution of the _)roduction of industri^^l fats.
Furthermore Ooeriny appointed him as his pe^'^sonal adviser
for problems of reconstruction of Oerma.n raw naterials and
synthetics and ordered him to reorganize the f^eophysica.l
exploration of u-erman soil. Plei^er put in char^'e of
Section IV/1 dealing "'ith metals and Kehri was made chief
of Section lV/2 dealln:-^ with textiles. In 1938, in the
course of the '^eorj^ajplzafcion of the Office of the Four
Year Flan, this office t-^ansfer- ed to the Heich Xlnistry of
F^corLOHilcs s.nd was renamed 3.eich Office for Fconomic
development (Heichsstelle fuer 'Tirtschaftsaus'Dau) under st.
Col, Czimatis and since 1943 under rrofeeso.r ICrauch.
Since the outbreak of the the official tinle of this
o'^pani zation was chanped from "Helchsstelle" to'^eiohsamt"
fuer 'Ylrtschaftsausbau.
Since the office of the Four Year Flan consisted of
representatives taken fr.m various other ypvernment
agencies who continued their work within their government
aciencles, it was neceesar;, to create the central coordinat
ing board of the leading men of the Four Year "la.n, The
G-eneral Council of the Four Year Finn (Genc-ralrat des
Vlerjahresplnnes.) met usually once a week under the
chair,nanshlp of C-ce^ln/j himself o'" of State Secretarp
koerner, ill Hlenipotentiaries Cenerni of the Fou- Yea"^5^s^
«-«l8w
and ^IX heads o? tine ni.dministra.tive Grcujs" attended these
ueet^n-te. Since the be.;innin,; of the ^ar the
ntervals oeti^veen 1"he .Qeetinjs ;.';rer lon£;er and with the
deolininii im;.;or'feanoa of G^enin;.; in the economic field the
&ene"5"al Council of the Fout Ye?,':' ?la-n lost its im.ortpnce
after 1941.
ISlrtscha.ft sfuehrun;^sstah 0st: Prior to the invasion
of the Soviet Union rAtler ,jave loerin.; as Plenipotentier:/
of the u'our lear Plan the overall direction for the economic
adiiiin^ strati on and exploitation of the occupied areas of
the USSK. For this function Ooerin.j set up an eoonomic
staff, the .virtschaftsfuehrun^psstaD Ost (Economic Executive
Staff Zast) .liid ap..ointed as his deputy ls.ul aoernef. The
purposes of this staff vas the plunderin-;; and abandonment
of all industr;, in the food deficit re.yions and from the
food surplus resions.
Central Plannint; Board (pentrale glanung): The
Central planning Board (Zentrale Planun;j) was created by
GoerinK in 194:?. as the supreme coordinatin;.: a'-^enoy
for the German "^ar effort♦ This Soard was offiolall.Y
agency of the Four'Year Plan; for all practical pu.rposes
however it was the instruinant throuihi which the entire
German war effort was directed Ipetween 1942 s.nd 1945.
The Central Planning moard was composed of three
mea&ers: Speer, .:iloh, and l^oerner. 3aoli had equal
authority. Jhe function of the Central Planning Bor.ra
was the planning of the dlstrloution and allocation of ra-"
fliaterlals necessary for the conduct of the ^..nd uhe
allocation of manpower to the principal sectors of '"ar
econom;;. In Se-tsaoer 1943, "W was appointed as the
fourth meuiper of the Cent'*^a,l . lannln.j ..©and. Sauc^te
appeared frequently "before the Central Ilani.ln.; -.card when
labor questions ware under discussion, as did a.11 Im^o-t^-nt
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^overnmentcLl and industrial or;ja.nizat ions concerned in the
a-llocation of labor, e./;. ?lei^;er and Kehrl^
The S'peor' ^linlstry: The Liinlstry of .'irms a.nd ..lunitions
(_.inisterium fuer bewaffnun'^ und ..lunition) wa.s created in
Inarch 1910. Its first head wa.F. Or. Tritz Todt, the founder
of the "organization Todt". Its function 'vas "to coordinate
the activities of all agencies and ij^^ivate enterprises
en,japed in the manufacture of armaments and to improve var
production f'-'om a teohnolorjical point of view.
Under Speer's direction the —inistr:. oecame the most
important sinple Influence on industrial production for
the prosecution of the war. Shortly 2.fter Todt' s death
Spser was desipnated as i'lenipotantiary G-eneral for
.Trmainent Tasks of the Four Tear Plan, From then on the
Speer ...inistr;. pradually aosorbed a variety of functions
formerly ,-orformed oy others, includinp the Ministry of
Economics, the Tehrmacht and the Luftwaffe, In September
1943 the aco^uisition of power resulted in a reorpanizr.tion
of the ..ministry and the chanpe of its name to the Ministry
of Armament and 7ar Production (..•.inisterlum fuer Huastunp
und ivrierjsv.roduktion).
Speer developed the systeal initiated by Todt of
utilizinp rajresentatives of the arms.ment industry into
the system of "Self-responsibility of industry" (Selbst-
verantwortlichkeit der Industrie). He established Lain
Committees (.aauptausschuesse) and -dnps (Hinpe) staffed
from the ranks of ..rivate indust'^^y. Committees were
boardsof technicians concerned "'ith ..reduction and pro-
cessinp of one end ..roduct. The Hin, ;s were simil^:i^ boards
concerned with the ..reduction of one ..art ^mlch entered
into the .production of s0ver.?l other end products. Amonp
the most im.jortant de..iertments of S.-ieer^s Ministr." '-'erei
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1) Tho Planning Office (Planungsamt), headed by Hans
Kehrl, which was responsible • '^or overall planning in all
matters of production and distribution. The Planning Office
acted not only as an agency of the Speer Ministry but Wras
the executive agency of the Central Planning Board (Zentrale
Planung)o
2) The Materials Office (Rohstoffamt), also headed
by Kehrl, which was responsible for the production of basic
raw materi.als other than iron and steel. This office super^
vised the Reich Association Coal (RVK), Main Ring Metn.ls,
and other Reich Associations and Sconomic Groups in tho raw
material field,
3) The Armament Supply Office (Ruestungslieferungsamt),
headed by Pr. Schiebor, which was in charge of iron and steel
production and other sv.mi-finished materials necessary for
armament production^
4) The Armament Office (Ruestungaamt) was responsible
for the final production of arms and munitions. This office
was originally an agency of the OK'V called the Military
Sconomy and Armament Office ("'^i-Rue-Amt). It was headed
by General Thomas while part of the OKT and also after its
transfer to the Speer Ministry in May 1942. In 1943 Thomas
was succeeded by MaJ. Gen, Kurt Waegner,
Reich Ministry of habor (Reichsarbeitsministerium -
RAI^jI) : The Reich Ministry of Labor was headed from 30
January 1933 to the end of the war by Franz Seldte,
Originally it was the highest authority on nil labor questions,
The responsibility for the allocation and supply of labor
was transferred in 1936 to the OfT?ice of the Four Year Plan,
V7he"i"e it was under the supervision of Dr, Mansfeld and Dr,
Syrup. Tho procurement of Isbor f-^orn occupied territories
was begun by this Labor Allocation Office, which utilized
the lower echelons of the Reich Labor Ministry for tho
distribution of this labor,
ThQ lower echelons of thQ Reich Labor llinistry were
the Provincial Labor Offices (Laenciesarbeitsaemter) and
the Local Labor Offices (Arbeitsaemter) • A law of May
1933 had established, for questions of wages and working
conditions, the institution of Reich Trustees of Labor
(Reichstreuhaender der Arbeit), In 1943 the Reich Trustees
of Labor were consolidated with the Provincial Labor Office
(Laendesarbeitsaemter) into Gau Labor Office (Gau Arbeits
aemter) *
The Plenipotentiary for Labor Allocation (General-
bevollmaechtig ter fuer den Arbeitseinsatz); The Labor
Allocation Office of the Four Year Plar> did not provide
sufficient labor fr'om the occupied territories, Gonse-r
quently, Hitler appointed Fritz Sauckel, the Gauleiter of
Thuringia, as Plenipotentiary Gen^^ral for Labor Allocation
in February 1942 and Gooring thereupon appointed him
Plenipotentiary for Labor Allocation of the Four Year Plan
as well. In order to provide Sauckel with executive
agencies, the Main Departments III, (headed by Dr, Kimmich),
VI (headed oy Dr, Tiram /priginally Department V, headed
by Dr, Beisiegejy, and IX (headed by Professor Jung) of
the Reich i^^inistry of Labor and the lower echelons of the
Ministry viz,, the Provincial Labor Offices and Local Labor
Office, which together formed the Labor Allocr«tion
Administration (Arbeitseinsatzverwaltung), were transferred
to Sauckel, Sauckel also had speci-^1 representatives in
all occupied and satellite te'^'^itories.
Military Economic Agencies of the Wehrmacht: In 1927
i • y •' •• ' • » I'M!"'!' r >•••.•• ! v •' V M ' ' * r"'" ' n ^ '?• '' '•
the Array Ordnance Office (Heereswaffenamt) formed a special
Economic staff ('Virtschaftsstab -.^Stb) with field office
(Aussenstellen), Military Economy Offices (Wehrwirtschafts-r
offlziere) and Military Regional Commands ('Vehrkreiskomraandos)
for general questions of military economy.
After' the selzufe of pov^er by Hitle'r the new branch cf
the Armed FcyooG, the Luftwaffe, created its o'"n Ordnance
Office ('Vpffenamt), and shortly thereafter the Favy also
oreted its own Ordnance Office, so that the old or£^animation
within the Leereswaffenamt beca.me only one of three agencies
in charge of arma-ient s»
On 1 1934 a central agency for the Armed Forces
"laiito.ry Economics and Ordnance Affairs" ("^ehrwirtschafts
und ^Ta.ffenwesen) was createc?. This centr.'^l agency did not,
however, have jurisdiction over the Ordnance Offices of
the different pa.rts of the Wehrmacht, Colonel Georg ihomas,
the former Chief of Staff of the Keereswaffenamt, was made
Chief of this new agenc3^« In October 1935 the a,gency
was renamed ..lilitary LcDnomics Staff (^ehrwirtscnaf tsstao -
TwSt) • and in spring 1935 the so-c-^lled Milit^^ry I]cono..iics
Inspectorate s ('Vehrwirtschaftsinspehtionen) were est-*^ blished,
and the former military economy officers we-'e incorporated
in these newly organized insoectoratest The ^ehrwirtschafts^
stab; which in November 1939 wa.s renamed ...ilitary -.conomy
and Armajnent Office ("^i-Hue-Amt), was in charge of thv.
overall a.rmament pl.sn for all parts c: th^j Gc.rma,n Arm^-d
Forces, After the first failures of the Gera-^n '^ ehrmacht
in Russia, when Hitler lost faith in the generals,
cilivia.n agencies gradually took ove*^ tne functions which
ha,d been entrus cec uo to th^^t time exclusively to aiilita-ry.
In 1942 the Armament office, the most important oprt of
the '^ i'-Hue-Amt was transferred to Spear's ..inistry anc tho
function of '•"i-Ant, later renamed "Feldwi^tschaftsamt",
were greatly reduced.
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AGRICULTURAL
The Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture:' The Reich
Ministry of Pood and Agriculture was established In 1920»
On 1 July 1933 It was merged with the Prussian Ministry of
Agriculture, Domains and Forests.
The Ministry had two State Secretaries and consisted
of 8 divisions, which were subdivided into branches and
sections,.
The Reich Food Fstate: The Reich Food Estate, which
was set up by the law of 13 September 1933 was an organi
zation with compulsory membership of nil producers, proces
sors, and dealers in agricultural products. Its head was
the Reich-Peasant Leader who-was appointed 'by Hi tierv The
Reich Food Estate was a puhlic corporation subject to the
general supervision of the Reich Minister of Food'and
Agriculture. DAHRE was Reich Minister of Food and Agri
culture as well as Reich Peasant Leader from 1933 until
May 1942. ••
The Administr-ation Office of the Reich Peasant Leader
was organized into three divisions:
1») Central Main Division I: "People" (Der Mensch)
2.) Central Main Division II: "Farm".
3.) Central Main Division III: "Market"
The Reich Food Estate had the following territorial
subdivisions:
1.) Regional Peasant Associations for the states and
Prussian provinces -r approxlma.tely 20 in all -r
2o') County Peasant Associations for the counties -
approximately 500 in all -
3.) Local Peasant Assooiatlpna for the villages -
approximately 50,000 in all -
At the head of each Regional Reaaant Association was
a Regional peas.ant Leader, at the head of evs-^y County
Peasant Association a County Peasant Leader and a.t the head
of every Local Peasant Association a Local Peasant Leader,
The Offices of the Regional and County Peasant Associa-
tiors were likewise prganized into three main divisions, to
which the same tadks wore assigned as to the administration
office of the Reich Peasant Leader,
Central Marketing Associations and liarketing Associa
tion s; The Central Ivlarketing Associations were established
by special decrees' of the Reich Minister of Food and
Agriculture based on the Reich Food ilstate Law^ They were
combinations of all producorc, processors, and distributors
of specific commodities or co.iimodity groups. Their task
was the carrying out of. the Agricultural Marketing Order
L,e, the flow of the respective commodities or commodity
groups from the producer to the consumer.
Altogether 10 Central Main Associations were set up in
the years 1933 to 1936,
Each Central *^^arketing Association, with the exception
of one, was subdivided into Regional Ma.rketing Associations,
in general one Regional Marketing Association for every
Regional Peasant Association.
The Reich Offices (Roichsstellen): The Reich offices
were, like the Central Marketing Associ.'^tions, organs of
the Agi^idultur-al Marketing Order, and as such instrumental
in preventing disturbing occurrences on the market. They
had mainly monopoly functions to regulate impor'ca. It was
their task to divert the surplus of domestic commodities
to stockr^pillng, to make good shortages of domestic
oomraoditles by releasing such stocks and to allow foreign
commodities into the country in those quantities, at those
intervals and at those prices, which would exercise the
desired effect upon the domostlc market,
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Four Reich Offices ^"ore established "by special Reich
laws from 1933 until 1936, They vrere agoricies of tjae
Reich and Immediately subordinate to the Uinlstry of Food
and"Agriculture. .
War Food Re-onow: The War Food Fconomy was Introduced
by decree of 27 August 1939 and a number of related decrees
. The-offices In chrarge of the ^^^ar food economy were
the handesernashrungsaemter (Regional Food Offices), and
Frnaehrungsaemter (Food Offices), each of which consisted
of 2 divisions A and R. The task of the Division A Was
to procure foodstuff produced within their areas, ydiilo
the Division R was in charge of their distribution.
The Central Ilarheting Associations, which were not
permitted to carry out business activities "before the
War, were then assigned "business divisions, la so. far
as Reich'Offices existed, they were designated as busi
ness divisions of the competent Centi-al Marketing Associa
tions. In so far as' Reich Offices did not exist, a
spocls.1 business division was newly set up.
'i. '
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VII, IHE am-LkN BANKING SYSmi
The Deutschc Rcichsbank was Gcmany's central bank and all Geman
credit institu-taons had to subait annual balance sheets to- it. A
largo number of institutions, both private and public granted cpnnorcial
credits including the big Berlin banks (Berliner Grossbanken), the
regional banks, seme of the State banks (Stoatsbankcn), private bankers
and credit cooperatives. In addition there was a structure of
savings institutions including nuncipal savings banks, a structure
nortgago bank institutions, special institutions for financing
•industrial investments and agricultural credit institutions.
The six Berliner big banks (grossbanken) were the loading comnercial
credit institutions in Germany, The largest of these was the Dcutsche
Bank and the second largest the Drcsdncr Bank, These institutions led
in investment financing^ in industrial connections and in large credits
to "big business". With their main offices in Berlin they had a
network of branches and -agencies in Germany including annexed
territories and numerous foreign affiliates.
1, THE. REIOHSBANK
The Doutschc Rcichsbank stood at' the apex of ihc German banking
system throughout the Third Reich. It is Germany's ccntrL-1 bank ^-nd
public corpcration. It exercised the primary privilege of note issue,
it operated as a bankers bank and it functioned as banker to tho Reich.
An amendment to tho Banking Act in 1933 provided for the direct
appointment and dismissal of the Rcichsbank President and nenb^^rs of
the Directorate by the Futror '^ Hjalnar Schacht vfas appointed President
of the Rcichsbank on 17 March 1933 and dismissed on 20 January 1939.
Walter FUNK was appointed SCHACHT's successor and was President until
the capitulation.
After tho passage of the Deutschc Rcichsbank Law of June 1939,
the Doutschc Rcichsbank was managed and dirocteC the President and
other nembGrs of the "Directorate in .accordance ulth the instructions
of the Fuhror and Reich Chancellor, Over-ruling power of dccis-ion
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VTO.S vested,in the President. The defendant 3nil Puhl iTr.s eppointod
the Roichsbank President's Acting Deputy 11 February 1939 and Vice-
Prcsidont cf Roichsbank, 8 August 19^0 by IValther Punk, and held the
. position of VicG-Presidont until the capittiLation,
THE GOLDDISKOMmHK (DEGO)
The Deutsche Golddiskcntbank (Dogo) was one cf the inportant sub-r
sidiarios of the Roichsbank, Being linitod by law in its functions,
the Roichsbank has used the Golddiskcntbank as an institution to
supplonont its o^vn activities whenever the need has arisen. Originally
established to assist the pronotion of exports, the Golddiskontbank
has taken up foreign credits, held capital investnents in largo Gcman
banl^ng institutims, subsidiaed exftorts, discounted bills cf the
Reichsbank, purchased foreign loans at subs-tantLal discounts, etc,
Enil Puhl was a noiabor of.the Aufsichtsrat of the Golddiskcntbank from
193$ .to the capitulation and was p.ppointed as Deputy Ch.aifrian on 10
November 19hh»
3. THE DRSSDNER BANK
The Drcsdner Bank was the second largest German commercial' bank.
At the time of the capitulation the Dresdncr Bank "with itrnain office
in Berlin had approxiratcly 300 branches and agoncios in Germany and
' r
' . ' ' '
many foreign affiliates. Its capital and undistributed profits
approximated 190,000,000 Roichsmarks,
Brief'History cf the Drcsdner Bank since 1930: Economic conditions
\
in Central Europe iforsoncd during 1930 and in 1931 precipitated an
exceedingly severe financial crisis in Gornany. Iho Darnstadtor und
Nationalbank (Danatbarik) fn.ilcd in July 1931 and the condition of the,
Drcsdner Band was critical. The Gorman Government brought about the -
merger of the D-ijiatbank with the Drosdner Bank in March 1932 and sub- -
sidizod the nerged institution with many millions of Reichsnarks. V?hen .
I
the reorganization was completed over 65 percent of the l50 million reichs-
narks capital of the merged institution was o^wned b '^- various agencies of
the^ Ger'-\an Govornnont, Important share participations in many inportant
ai-i ii-r-r-iifl r • I I I >Vll'ff ^
Gcman industrial enterprises were acquired by the Dresdner Bank as a
result of the crisis and the norger. As a further result of the
nerger the nur.ber of the Dresdner Bank's branches and banking affiliates
both in Germany and in foreign ceuntries substantially increased.
The seizure of po'vVer by Hitler in 1933 did not result in any
immediate important changes in the Dresdner Bank but fron 1933 until
1936 non-aryan ncnbers of the Aufsichtsrat and Vorstand vrere removed
•and replaced; RASGHB^ at the insistence of Wilheln KEPPLER, was
appointed to the Vorstr.nd of the Dresdner Bank on 1 January/" 1935 ^and
during the last years of the war was speaker of the Vorstand,
In 1937 J^nd 1938 the Dresdner Banlc was 'Voprivatiscd". More than
85 percent of its shares, which since the crisis of 1931 ^nd 1932 had
boon in hands of various agencies of the German Governmont, were sold
to non-govcrnrAcntal purchasers consisting primarily of clients and
associates of the Bank, Through the vfide distribution of shares which
were sold in snail blocs and the avoidance of large holdings, the
Vorstand v;as able to manage the Dresdner Bank independently thereafter,
The transfer of tine share control of the Dresdnor Bank ft'on the Ger'ian
Government to private hands produced no important change in personnel
or policy of the Banko
Shortly after the Anschluss in March 1938 brought Austria into
Hitler's Diird Reich, the Dresdner Bank acquired an important banking
position in Austria by creating the Lacndorbank Wien, This financial
stronghold in Austria resulted from the merger of the Mercurbank vdth
Austrian banking interests newly acquired from French and Czech
owners.
After German nilita.ry occupation of the Sudotcnland in Scptcnbcr
1938, the Dresdner Bank acquired the branches of the Czech Zivnostenska
Bank and the Czech Boohnischo Esconptc Banlt, Tvlion Hitler's troops
marched into Bohemia and Moravia in March 1939 the Dresdner Bank took
ocntrol of the Boehnisphe Esoonpte Bank which vms one of the most
important banks in Czechoslovakia, In May 1939, Rasche became Ohaiman
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cf the Verwo.ltungsrat of the Boehnische Esconpte Bank.
After the outbreak of World War H the Drcsdner Bank continued to
expand in Europe. The Handelstrust West v/as founded by the Dresdner
Bank in the Netherlands in October 1939^ and operated a bank in Ansterdan
and in The Hague® In Itoch 19lil, the Drcsdner Bank founded the
Continentale Bank in Bolgiun as its Belgian affiliate®
As World "^"ar II progressed the Drcsdner Bank pursued an aggressive
expansion policy in nany other areas occupied by Hitler's arnies in
cluding territory of Hitler's allies as well as territories of his
enenies® A listing of the foreign affiliates of the Dresdner Bank 7dll
be found after the section on the organization of the Drcsdner Bank®
Organization of the Dresdner Bank: Technically^ ultLnatc control of
the Dresdner Bank AG rested with its shareholders® After the
'b:'eprivatization" of the Bank's ahares in 1937 and 1938, the absence of
large blocs of shares and the deposit of a substantial portion of the
shares with the Bank itself^ resulted in the annual neeting of sharen-
holders anounting to little noro than a neeting which as a fomality
ratified the choice of Aufsichtsrat nenbers who had boon selected by
leading nenbers of the Vorstand and the Chairnan of the Aufsichtsrat*
Aufsichtsrat? The Aufsichtsrat consisted of about thirty persons
chosen fron industrial and goyornnental circles including representatives
of such loading custoners of the Dresdner Bank as Krupp, KLick, I® G®
Farben, and the Hernann Gooring Concern. Its duties included selecting
the nenbers of the Vorstand, receiving infornation fron the Vorstand
about the progress of the business including regular quarterly reports
and advance approval for certain kinds of credit transactions®
In fact the Dresdner Bank Aufsichtsrat exercised no real functions®
It not only tv-dce a year and fornally approved of the reports of the
Working Ccnnittee and tho Vorstand® The Aufsichtsrat's Working
Connitteo assumed the full powers of execution of the Aufsichtsrat and
tho cloction of the nenbers of this Connittoe became tho nain function
of the Aufsichtsrat® Nominations for Conmittee nembership were made
by its Chaiinan after discussion vrith ncr'.bers cf the Connittec and the
Vorstand. The Comnittce net every four to six weeks and whenever re-r
quired, Menbers of the Vorstjand and other selected leading bank
officials usually attended. It passed on credit natters, the founding
or liquidation of branch banks and other banking affiliates, appointnent
of leading bank officials and other such matters,
Vorstand; The Vorstand, usually conpcsed of nine nenbers, managed
the Dresdner Bank in accordance with the provisions of the German
Corporation Act of 1937 which made the Vorstand the 'tuhrer " of the
nanagenent, 7fith the exception of certain required approvals of the
Aufsichtsrat's Working Comnittoe ihere was practically no limitation on
the activities of the Dresdner Bank Vorstand, Vorstand menbers, in
accordance with the division cf functions which existed, handled the
important day to day business of the Bank, Formal meetings of the
Vorstand were held twice weekly. In addition there were almost
daily meetings, and reports of indi\'idual members were circulated
among the others daily until the success of the bombing attacks in
I9I4.3 brought about a regional grouping of the Vorstand, Unanimity was
in fact the rule for iho approval of major credits and minutes were kept
of each meeting of the Vorstand, '^Vhen a Vorstand member was absent
from a meeting he had to signify his approval upon his return or the
matter would bo taken up again. The work of the Vorstand was allocated
to individual members on at least three distinct and overlapping
bases: Geographical divisions, ftinctional departments, and personal
ties with customers-^ For each department, in addition to the Vorstand
member assigned, a second Vorstand member vms appointed as a Deputy;,
The major departments of the Dresdner Bank, 1933^19^ were with
little change; Directory Cabinet (Direktions-Kabinett), Organization
(Organisation), Foreign Exchange and Liquid Funds (Devisen und
Fluessige 5.tittel), Economic (Volkswirtschaftlichc Abteilung), l"Iain
Office Berlin (Hauptniederlassung Berlin), Branches (Filialen),
Affiliations (Affiliationen), Foreign (Auslcand), Syndicate (Konsortial)^
Stock Exchange (Boerse), Legal (Juristische), and Personnel (Personal),
Forci^ Affiliates cf the Dresdncr Bcanlc (Xistod in the iinnual
Report of the Dresdnor Bank for the "fear 19U3)*
n
Bohnisohe Esconpteh^nk, Prague (BEB)
Ccntinontalo Bank 8»A/NgVy, Brugse3^
Beutsche Bank fur Ostasien
Deutsche Handcls-und Kreditbank Pressburg
Deutsche - SudancrikanischG Bank A,G«
Griechisch - Deutsche Finanzierungsgesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft, Ath
Handols-und Kreditbank AgG^, Riga
Handclstrust Vfost NoV<, Ar.isterdan (H'E''0
Intornaticnalc Banl-c Luxenburg AgG,, Buxcnburg
Konnerzialbank A^Go, Krakau '
Kroatischo Landesbank A„G,, Agram
landerbank Wicn Aktiengesoll.schaft^ Vienna
Ostbank A.G,, Posen
Ruiaanischen Bankanstalt, Bucharest
Sud-Bank A,G,, Belgrade
\
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Yitl. lu..< ,Ii. x^iXt.J3 H^ICH
pp_iq._p_aT_i_Gcris -to Jtuieriqan ^onas and *i£aerican Lavj; ^The QeriikJi law of >usi-
ness o-saociatiQiia, like the *4aQrioua, distln-^uiBlies hetween forns of
enterprise which are ioridioal persons and those -which are not, such as
partnerships* The latter, ho^wover, ;nay have sqide gf the characteristics
of enterprises vihiQh are ^-rridieal persons. Under each of these two
principal categories, there are varions forras of enterprises in which
rssponsihilitj'- and liahility of the sponsors of the.enterprise may vary.
Oerraaii enterprises which are o'oridical persons are hereinafter referred
to as corporations, like -aaerican corporations, O'ernan corporations can
hold legal rights and poolers In the same general way as a natural person
but the liability of the owners or shareholders is limited to the sciount
of their investment in the enterprise.
The principal forras of business enterprise vrhich are corporations
or j'jridical persons "aiider G-ernan law are the «».ktiengesellschaft or
(rouglaly translated as "stock corporation") and the Uegellschaft nit
besehraenlrter ioaftung or "O.m.b.H." (company with limited liability). The
mill for.tiii of business enterprises \:hiah are not juridi'Oal psrsons
or corporations include the lilinzelhandelsfirma (Private Sim), Cffene
Eandelsgesellschaft or "o.H.Gr." (roughly a general partnership) and the
hcu-imanditgesellschaft (rougioly a limited partnership).
f^ktie_ng_ese_ll_schaft (*i..Gr,) ; OiJnership, -i- The is most similar te
an ^uerican stock corporation. It is created by the filing and recording
of articles of incorporation generally called "C^esellschaftsvertrag'*
(before 1937) and "oatz'-u^" (after 1937). Ovrnership of the is
divided into shades (-<^kti6n) •made evident by otook certificates which
are either registered or bearer shares. The capitalization of an
generally must amount to not leas than 500,000 roarks. ^
Ivlanagement of the -ta-.G". is In the hands of tliree groups ^ the
lir-naging Board of Plreotora or Ywrstand, and the Supervisory Booxd or
Aufsichtsrat, and the stockholders, \;hose liofluenoe is exercised at their
annual general meeting^
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The ^uf3io_ht_sx_at is a superyisory "board of directors elected
"by the stochholdsrs at the auhusl ineetin;^ generally called the '^ G-eneral^-
(before I9b7] and the "^auptverse^ncilhng" (after 1937).
With soae notable exceptions, the aenbers of the *»Aifsichtsrat appear
to correspond functionally \ilth those mQabers of the board of directors
of a major ^erican corporation VJho are not nenbera of the executive
oodmlttef and who do not participate in the actual or day-^to-day mnage-
Lient of the business, fhe forraal rights and duties of the i^xufsichtsrat
under Crerraan law include the appointnient| s_\^ervisicn and removal of the
members of the "Vorstand; the general supervision of the laanageiaent of the
enterprise by the Vorstand; the right to examina and audit bogies and
accounts; the calling of stockholdsrs* meetings; and the representation
of the corporation in dealing with the Yorstand.
The Yorst.^A i® "^he executive board of directors which under
takes the actual management of the corporation and represents the corpora
tion in its dealing vjith others. The mambers of tlae Yorstand can best be
compared f^anctianally with the principal officers and. directors of a
major ^nerican corporation Mho serve on the ©xeoutive cor.Eiittee and parti
cipate ill the actual management of the corporation. In 1937 there mq.s a
general revision of G-erriian corporation lavj (1937 ^Cri3i,, part I, page 107,
dated 30 January 1937 and supplementary decrees thejceto)« Under the re
vised la^v;, the Ohairman of the Yorstand could either be the dominant and
decisive leader of the enterprise (the '^^'uehrer") or he could be "first
among equals" (primus inter pares) in the Yorstand, in which case the
Yorstand as a body was the "|\iehrer" or dominant leader of the enterprise,
In the regular ^^iinual .Meeting, the stockholders or their duly
authorized representatives have the right to ask for inforr/iation on annual
reports of the ^vufsichtsrat and the Yorstand and on the general r.ianagement
of the business. The annual shareholders meeting approves the b.otion of
the members of the f^ufsichtsrat and the Yoi-atand in the discharge of their
duties, It also approves amendments to the articles of incorporation and
increases in capital# i'inal approval of the balance sheet end the dis--
tribution of profits are aj-so the prerogatives of the stoclchflders.
''->essll30haft .^it besohraenlctsr ) ; "Oesellsohaft
mit iDes'^ hraenlc'fcer (litsrally "fcranslatecl as vath limited
lia"bility") comraonly abtiravlatecL was originally designed "bo
give smaller businessjar.possibility of operating iTith limited liaoility*
The miniiri'jtiii recjxlred capitalization was £0,000 marhs. The forraalities
of forming a O.m.b.H. are sirapler than in the case of an The parti"
cipant*3 interest in the O-.iaeb.H, is usually not made evident by written
instrument, as if it is, such an instrument is net readily negotiable.
Tile management of the G-^m.b.H, is vested in one or more persons
called "lieschaeftsfuohrer" (business manager) • There is no Yorstand and
and -a-ufsichtsrat is not proscribed by lai;. If there is an ^ufsichtsrat
the statute provides that it shall be governed by the rules applying to
the ^afsichtsrat of an unless the articles of incorporation provide
to the contrary. The supervisory body in a G.m.b.K. may be callf^d
'tiufsichtsrat", "^erwaltungsrat" (-b,clninistrativa Council) or "Eairat*
(^vinory Gomicil) , The difference la principally one of name only,
Gombinations of Cxerpian_ 3us_ijne_ss Gombinations of busi"
ness enterprises in Germany are much more commonly organized than in the
United states. Combination was sometimes comp^olsory. Under Gerr^ian law
and business paractida there were numerous forms of combines of business
enterprises, among them the followingi
1. "kGnzern" (Goucern).
This i^as defined in German corporation law as a group of
legally separate enterprises which, fianctionally, were under unified
direction.
I
2. "Tnt3r_e3^sRnj-G0ia_t^nscIia/t"_(I^^
This was literally a "oomnrniity of interests*, and v/as a
form rarely used, axcopt in such cases as the joining together cf large
firras, in a permanent relationship or for a •tar;;porary or liroited objec-
tive.
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Tiiis is a ccnibination of inc.ependent business units for
the purpose of influencinti the marnet by eliiaiiiati-ng or regulation com
petition aaong themselves*
4:« _**byndlkaV* (Syndioate)
This is a type of cartel '.;ith a centralised sales and con^-
trol crganizationj the latter usually in the firm of an^.'^. cr G-,mib.K.
5. Special Statutory Oartols _
In some instances cartels v/er© created by special statutory
provisions giving thorn official regulatory pov/ers and making mombGrship
f
comp'jlsory for all members of an IndustiT* outstanding example is
found in the compulsory coal syndicate created by a lav7 of 25 i/Iarch 1919,
which replaced the former voluntary syndicates. -^11 coal mining corpora
tions were rouuired to bolong to the German coal syndicates. Iho functian
of the s^TidicatG, ordinarily set up on a regional basis, was to buy all
coal production \athin the area and to pirovide a central sales organizar-
tion. »-»t the same tine the syndicate exortod broad control over produc
tion. The influence of the individual producer as a merrber of the syndi
cate depended upon his share in the total production. The liinister of
Aconomics possessed a veto over the actions and resolutions of the coal
syndicates.
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IX. THE HSRI.5AM GOERING CONCERN
Fonndation and Purpose; By a dccroc of Honnann GOERING in his
capacity as Plonipotontiary of the Four Year Plan, dat^d 15 July 1937^
the Roichsworko A,G, fuor Erzbcrf;bau und Eisonhuott:n Homann Gorring^
V^atonstndt (Produktionsgcscllschaft - Foundation Conpany) was founded with
an initial capital of RTt $ million (increased in 1938 to "BM. I4OO million).
This company, which in a short period grew to be. one of the largest
industrial complexes in Europe, was founded in order to implement the
Four Year Plan' s •prograia.
At the beginning of the Four Year Plan in October 1936, the program
of opening up Gorman lowgrade deposits (located in the ?J"atcnstr;dt-
Salzgitter region, the locale of the Foundation Company of the Rcichswcrkc
Hermann Gocring) was transferred to a special Tasks Section of the Amt
fuer Deutschc Roh— und Works to ffc of the Four Year Plan, headed by Paul
\
PLEIGER. PLSIGER, who was entrusted with the establishing of the Foundation
Company, became the Chairman and sole member of its Vorstand, while
Secretary of State Paul KOERNER, a personal reprosentativo of Honaann
GOERING, became Chairman of its Aufsichtsrat.
This new company was considered a challenge to private industry''
which had not cooperated with earlier proposals made by GOTHIING and
PLEIGER that private industry should undertake the opening up of German
ore deposits. Private industry had rengged, becauso the profitability
of these German ore deposits was highly questionable. Thus, the now
company which was Reich-owned, meant that the Government assimod the risks
contingent upon the mining and processing of the Salzgittcr lowgrade ore
deposits^
Projects and plans for the design of blast furnaces, steel works,
rolling mills, coke ovens, gas supplies, and a branch canal for the
transportation of coal wore quickly gotten under way. By 1038, the opening
up of the Salzgittcr mines was in full swing. By I9UO-U1, the large coke
oven works reached an annual capacity of i.U million tons. By 19liO-4il,
pig iron production had reachod an annual maximum of 1.2 million tons.
Tho rolling mills roachod a capacity of- about 6GO.OOO tons and supplied
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various amanorit works^ Including the Stahlworkc Braunschweig
a subsidiary of th^ co'-'plcx, founded in 1939- for the production of bo'ab
and shell bodies and the nachining of gun barrels.
The purpose of this Foundation Company was succinctly stated in the
^ Doccnbor 19UO issue of "Der Vior.jahrosplan", the oificio-l govornnv.nt
publication of tho Four Year Plan.,
"iho founding on 23 July 1937 of the Rcichs^vcrke A.G. for Ore
IJining and Iron Smelting Plants (fuor Erztacrgbau und Eiscnhu-tten)
"Homann Goering" signifies a land nark in the dov^lopnent of
German ore mining and of tho Geman iron industry.. Considerations
of war economy have above all determinated the decision of tho
Rcichsmarschall. After the unhappy outcome of the world war and
tho loss of extended and highly productive metallic deposits in
the •"''est and East^ German iron industry was reduced to a groat
dependency upon foreign supply of raw natorials. This dependency
grow in tho neasurc in which the Gorm9.n economy^ under national
socialistic leadership developed in an ascending curve^ and had
to create the preconditions for tho construction of the armed
forces on land, on vrater and in the air.
Hero lay one of the most important ta.sks of "the Four Year Plan. "
Between July 1937 -and Dcconbcr 19ltO tho Rcichswerke rxpandrd rapidly
by acquiring mthin the Reich the majority shares or managerial control of
other important industrial companies, such as extensive estates together
with quarries, gravel pits, litiiokilns, ccmbnt vforks etc. in the Salzgitter
region5 Bayerische Berg-Huetten-und Salincnwerkc A.G,, property of the
State of Bavariaj Ilsedorhuctto, a stool complex associated with the Reich-
owned Industricuntornehmungcn A.G.j GoYforkschaft Kleiner Johannes, Flick
Concern ore nines5 Rhoinmotall-^Borsig A.G., owned by Germany's loading
onginooring and armament fimsj Prcusscngrubc A.G. and Oehringcr Bergbau
A.G., Petschek coal firms in Upper Silesiaj Bergbau A. G. Ewald-Kocnig-
Ludv/'ig, Ruhr coal interests confiscated from Friodiich Thy^son interests,
otc.
In order to achieve this cjqpansion^ certain methods of acquisition
were cnployod, such as a) direct investments b;*" the Reich; b).transfer
of Reich property to the Gooring konzcm; c) transfer of property by
subordinate Geman State organizations; d) forced invcstncnts by private
firms in the Goering konzcrn; o) exchange of properties; f) confiscation
or expropriation of private property against compensation or without
conpensatLon; g) purchase of private property through a grant of shares
in the Goering konzern; h) outright purchase of property at par or above
par; and i) direct administration as trustee and manager on behalf of the
Reich (Testimony PEA. on German Pcnctratien of European Industry, 26 June
19U5, before Senate Subconnitfcec on Jtilitary A.ffairs, Page 237-239.)
In addition to the expansion within the Reich, vd.th the annexation
of Austria, the occupation of the Sudctenland as well as dJS Polish
tcrritors'- J^fter the outbreak of the war, rapid expansion took place ou-b-
sidc of the boundaries of the Reich proper. In Austria the Alpine
Mon-bangoscllscho,ft Linz, Austriads largest indus-trial complex, T;"a.s
acquired; a new company to implement operations was founded, the Roichswerke
A.G, flier Erzbergbau und Huettenbo-fcriebe Hermann Gooring Linz, wi-fch Paul
PLEIGER as Chairman of the Vors-band, and Paul!. KCER.'^ IER as Chairman of -the
Aufsichtsrat, Evcn-bually, -this Roichswerke Lj.na and the Alpine
Montangcsellschaft wore amalgama-ted under the na,na of Roichswerke A,G,
Alpine Mon-banbetriobe Hermann Gooring Linz, wi-lh a sharo-capi-bal of RJi
180 million, and bccano the most inpor-bant single subsidiary,'" of the Mon-ban
Bloc (discussed below). The Chairman of -the Vors-band of this new company
was Paul ILEIGER, and his deputy was Hans MLZACHER.
At the same time the Goering Konzem ins.naged in Linz the Eisenworke
Oberdon^u G^m^b^H,, a Wehrmacht undertaking which supplied the Gorman
war economy with a significant percentage of tank hulls, turrets, and
armoijr plate.
Next in-importance to the Alpine Mon-banbo-triebo in the acquisitions
of the Gooring Complex in Austria was that of the Erstc Donau-
Dampfschiffahrtsgosellschaft, Aus-fcria's leading Danube Shipping Company,
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In the Sudeten Tvegicn of Czechoslovakia which includes nearly
all the Gzcchoslovakian brown coal deposits which yielded 26 million
tons annually in 19ii3 and 19liU; the Foundation Company of the Hermann
Gocring Konzorn acquired the largest companies.
In addition^ in the Sudeten region the Gocring Konzern founded the
Sudotcnlaendische Bergbau A,G, (SUBAG) with an initial capital of M 2)
million. Under Subag was concentrated by complete or partial transfer
the mining property of 18 firms, dealing mainly in brown coal mining and
auxiliary works.
In the Protectorate (Bohemia and Moravia) the most outstanding
acquisitions were the famous Czech armament works of Skoda, and "faffenwerkc
Bruonn, ihe stool works of "".Yitkowitz (trusteeship only), and Poldihuctte*
After "the occupation of Poland in 1939, large sections of Polish
coal and heavy industry, directly the property of the Polish State or
owned by Jewish groups, were seized by Reich trus'bocs Yho sold nearly
all of them to Reich —owned complexes. For the mana.gcmcnt and operation
of the parts of the confiscated nines which fell to the Gocring Konzorn,
the latter founded a new company, the Bcrgvacrksvcrvfaltung Obcrschlcsien
G,m.b,H,
In the Government General the Goering Konzorn took over the nanagomcnt
of three highljr up-to-date steel and armament works at Ostrowiec,
Starachovicc, and Stalowa Wola, In the first place wore located blast
furnaces, steel, rolling mills, and foundries| in the second was a
large grenade factory; and in the third, works for the production of
artillery pieces and similar items^
ft
In other territories, such as Rumania, in the South-East, and
Lorraine, Luxemburg, and France in Western Europe, large and productive
coal and steel works were put under the administration and management of
In
the Gocring KonzerruTRoumania, the Malaxa works, the country's largest
engineering and armament complex, thus, came under the management of the
Gooring Complex in 19hl«
gstablish'iont of Rcichswcrkc A.'G^, Hermann Gooring (Paront Holding
Conpanyj ; As carlj'- as ttic niddlc of 1939, the expansions of the
Foundation Go'apany^ the Reichsworke A.G, fur ^^r*5^bergbaii und gisenhaettett
V
Hcmann Gocring, necessitated the founding of a Parent Holding Conpany
V
for the purp^jo of administering the Holdings of tiie Goering Konscrn.
Ihc foundn.ng of this centralizing concern was brought about by the
incorporation on 7 July 1939 of the Rcichswcrkc A»G, Hornann Goering
(Parent Holding Company) with an initial capital of P-'t 100 million.
Paul PLEIGER became Ghairnan of the Vorstand of this conpany, and
Secretary of State KOERNER was appointed Chairman of the Aufsichtsrat.
fest Reorganization December 19UO'«Januar7/ 19ltl»rThc growing ramifications
of the Konzcrn during the carly-stagos of the Y^ar, in addition to strong
proposals on the advisability of unification of conpanics and plants
devoted to like production, resulted in a reorganization of all the
companies of the Goering Konzern into three subholding cempanies,
!• the Montan Bloc, H, the Armament Bloc, and III, the Shipping Bloc,
all subordinatx) to the Parent Holding Company,
I, Ihe Montan Bloc (Roichswoykc A«G, fue.- B^rg- und Huettcnbetricbo
Hermann Goering) was incorporated on. the 1? January'- 19Ul with a sha-rc-
capi-bal of Pit 960 million. Chairman of its Verstand was Paul PLEIGFR and
Of its Aufsichtsrat Secretary of State Paul KOIR) EP. As result of this
reorganization the Montan Bloc became the most stable and best organically
planned part of the Goering Konzcrn,
Tho Armament Bloc (Reichswcrkc A.G, fucr ^^affon- und Maschinonbau
Hermann Goering) was incorporated on 1? Januarjr 19^41 with a share-capital
of RM 80 million. The Chaitnan of its Vorstand was Br. ^""ilhclm VOSS, and
the Chairman of, itiS Aufsichtsrat was Hclr.iuth ROEHNERT, The principal
\
activity of this -bloc was the production of armancnf and machineries of
every description,
3« Shipping Bloc (^9_iohswcrkc_Ji^Gj_ fi^r "^nnonschi ffahrt
Hehnann Gooring) Was incorporated on 1? January 19145- with a share-
• capital of IttI 12,900,000, The Chaiinah of its Vorstand yms Dr, Guido
SCffiaiDT and of its Auflichtsrat Kclnuth ROEHMRT,
pGrsonnol-wiso, the reorganization of the cenjilex into blocs
dolinitod the spheres of influence between Hclnuth ROEHi®RT and Paul
PLEIGER, Unitl the beginning of I9I4.I Paul PLEIGER vfas General Director
and Chaiman of the Vorstand of the Parent Holding Conpany, and ROEHNERT
vfas a ncTTiber of the sane. After this date ROEHrlERT succeeded PLEIGER as
Chaiman, and the latter resigned from the Board and retired to the
Montan Bloc, Furthemoro, ROEHNERT's functions, and PLEIGERSs Montan
Bloc Were delegated to Paul KOERI^IER,-
Vfith regard to this reorganization the "Vierjavhresplan" states:
"Tbis generously constructed and clearly organized concern has
becono, with its nunerous highly developed production plants
gigantic amanent forgo of the Reich in which .arc carried
through all production processes fron the extraction of ore
from Gcrnan soil to tanks ready to go, and to the finished
gun. Already at this tine there are about 600,000 people
active in all enterprises of the concern, Tliis largo personnel
(Gofolgschaft) vforksi'i-th afl.1 its strength for iho victory of
Great ;r Germany,
(
The Reichswerke 'IHomann Goering'' f'jlfill thorcv/ith most
important tasks of the war cconcny.. ^-"ith their broad
foiffidation and their balanced production program, in the
sphere of iron production industry as v/oll as iron manu
facturing industry, the Rciohsvforko will constitute an
essential factor espociaZly in the economy of Greater Germany,
also in pcac6 tine",
SEGO^^) REORG/iNIZATXON
Liquidation of Parent Holding Company and Amament Bloc: 1, At
Fatenstodt (site of the Foundation Company), where extensive expansion
in construction had been carried on since its beginning, operations for
every fiscal year except the last (30 Juno I9I1I4.) were carried on at a
loss. In the Montanbctriebo in Austria overproduction had been the rule
fron the txrio that those works oamo under the control of the Konzcmj
and lack of sufficient modernization of obsolete plants led to poor
business results, necessitating considerable ovorinvcstnents. Those
facts, coupled T/ith the growing Reich-debt, became a useful argument for
the roprivatization of Statc-owni;d companies and created a strong point
for criticism by private industry of State-owned or controlled
industrial companies. In ea.rly spring 19U2 SPEER, who was not entirely
in favor of State-ovmed companies, became Armament J^inister, . In additicai,
conflict arose between the armament bloc and certain Gorman-controlled
Czechoslovakian armament firns. For those reasons, in April 19U2, by
order of HITLER, a second reorganization vj-hich in point of fact meant
liquidation of part of the Konzorn and roprivatization of many companies,
ViTont into effect. In December 19U2, the assets of the Armament Bloc .
Subholding Company v«rcro fused with the Parent Holding Company (effective
9 January 19)4.3 )• On 21 January 19U3 the Parent Holding Conpan"- went
into liquidation as an A.G, and v/as transformed into an inconspicuous
liability company (G,m,b,H,),
Resulting Structure of the Hermann Goerimg Conplcx' Dr, Erich
GRITZBACH, Chief of GOERIKG^s Staff Office, wo.- charged ^^th safcgua.rding
the interests of the Reichsworko Hermann Go-.ring, wliich GOERING placed
directly under him.sclf after the dissolution ol' the Parent Holding Company
as an A.G. Paul PLEIGER, by order of the Re;eh Marshal, took over the
Chairmanship of the Aufsichtsrats of the mam mterprisos of the Montan
Bloc, In addition, PLEIGER, ivho had resigned his position in the Vorstand
of the Montan Bloc in order to assume the above mentioned Aufsichtsrats*
Chairmanship was rc-dolegated to the Vorstand of the main com.panics of
the Montan Bloc by decision of the general meeting (30 April 19U2)
arrived at in compliance with an order of the Reich Marshal Hermann '
GO '^.RING, Thus, at one and the sa^ic ti-tc PLEIGER v/as both Chairman of
the Aufsichtsrats and of the Vorstands of the Montan Bloc (Subholding
Company), Foundation Company, and Alpine Montanbotricbe Linz.
The Shipping Bloc was placed under the direct managonont of GOERING,
Later on, -the Shipping Bloc was linked up with the Montan Bloc,
h3
In his circular to stackholdcrs of 6 May 19U2,. regarding the
second reorganization PLSIGER states:
"According to the desire of the Reich Marshal the Hermann
CJoering I'ferke are to strengthen the war potential of the
Greater German Reich by oUl^ut and economic consolidation
of these-deposits and plants (Montan Bloc), Consequently^
they shall remain under the pro^/ailing influence of the
Reich,"
RoprivatLzation of Property: The major companies of. tho Montan
Bloc which wont into the process of reprivatization in 19l.t3*-19U; as a
result of the reorganization were:
a) the Alpine Montan (tho company) ivith the Dcnavfitz Steel ''Torkj-
b) Reichswerke Hermann Goering at Linz,
c) throe Lorraine works Hayingen, Moewern, o]id Hagciidii.gan,
d) Witko'witz, Upper Silesia,
o) Sudetenlacndischc Bergbau A^G, (SUBAG),
f) Sudctonlaendischc TreibstoffvTorko A.G^,
The major companios of tho Armament rio.- booa'io reprivitized
in late 19li2 and early 19l|.3»
rr, THE LEADERSHIP CORPS 0? THE NAZI PAHTT
StructA'jre and Component paj'ts: The Indictncnt has nancd the Loadca>^
ship Corp;% of the Nazi party as a group or organisation v/hich shouild. ^bo
declare4 crininal. The Leadership Corps of the Nazi party consisted, in
effo'ut, of the offiqial organization of the Nazi party, vrith Hitler as
Fviirer at its hcado The actual work of runping the Leadership C«?rps was ;
¥
carried out by the Chief of the party Chancellery (Hess, succeeded by
Bpmann) assisted by the party Reich Directorate, or Reichslcitung, Ti^ch
was conposcd of the Roichsleiters, the heads of the functional organiza
tions of the Party, as v/ell as of the heads of the various nain depart—
AQnts and offices which wore attached to the party Reich Directorate^
Under the chiof of the party Chancellery vjere the Gauleiters, with terrir
torial jurisdiction over the aajor adninistratiye regions of the Party,
the Qauoo The Gauleiters were assisted by a party Gau Directorate or
Gauleitung, sinilar in conposition and in function to the party Reich •
Directorate, Under the Gauleiters in the piirty hierarchy wore the Kreis-y
loiters with territorial jurisdiction over a Krcis, usually consisting of
f '
a single county, and assisted by a Pcarty Krois Directorate, or Krcislcitnng.
The Krcisloitors vforc the lowest racinbors of the party hierarchy who wore
fullntifjio paid ca-^loycos. Directly under the Nroisloitcrs were the ftrts-
grupponlcitcrs, ^thon the ^cllcnleiters and then the Blockleiters, Direc
tives and instructions were received fron the party Reich Directorate^
The Gauleiters had the function of interpreting such orders and issuing^
then to lower fornationso The Krcisloitors had a certain discretion in
imtcrphiting orders, but the Ortsgrupppnloiters had not, bdt acted under
definite instruct ions, instructions were only issued in writing down as
far as the ortsgrupponloiterso The Block and Zcllonloitcrs usually ro-
ooivod instructions orally^ Mof-lborship in tho Readership Corps at levels
was voluntarj'", v.
On pcbruhry 1946 the prosecution excluded fron the dcclaratian
a-sked for, all nonbcrs of the staffs of tho Ortsgrupponlcitcrs and all
assistants of the Zcllonloitcrs and Blocklcitcrs, The declaration sought
G,gainst the Loadorship Corps of tho Nazi Party thus includes tho Fuhror,
^ "Tfiol of Mojor war Crindnnls" * BvIT Judgnont, p, 257-»262,
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tliC Roichsloitung, the Groilcitcrs r.nd thcit'-stnff officers, the Kreis-
Icit^s and their staff officers, the OrtsgruppohlQltors^ the ZeUen-
loiti?rs and the Blockleiters, a group estinated to contain at l&ast
4
600,000 people..
Aims and Activities: The primary purpose of the Leadership Corps
fron its beginning was to assist the Nazis in obtaining and, after
30 January 19337 ia retaining, control of the German state. The machinery
of the Leadership Corps was used for the widespread dissemination of
Nazi propaganda and to keep a detailed check on the political attitudes
of the German people. In this activity the lovrcr Politica,l Leaders
played a particularly important rola. The Blockleiters were instructed
by the partj?" Manual to report to the Ortsgruppenleiters all persons cir
culating damaging rumors or criticism of the regime. The Ortsgruppen—
leiters, on the basis of information supplied them tn" the plof-kledters
and Zellenleiters, kept a card index of the people w/t.-jin their Ortsgruppe
v/hich recorded the factors which v/culd be used in foriiiing a judgment as
to their political reliability.
The Leadership Corps was particularly during plcbi.scitcs.
All members of the Leadership Corps v;oro ae! tvr in getting out the vote
and insuring the highest possible propcrti'.;n of "yes" votes, orts
gruppenleiters and political Loaders of hi.ghov r'^nks often collaborG,ted
with the Gestapo and SD in taking steps to noocmine those who refused
to vote or who voted "no", and in taking steps against then which went as
far as arrest and detention in a concentration camp,
Criiiiinal Activity? These steps, which relate merely to the consolida
tion of control of the Nazi party, are not crimina.l under the view of
the conspiracy to wage aggressive war which has previously been set forth.
But the Leadership Corps wa.s also used for similar steps in Austria ajid
✓ ✓ ^ ^ "4
these parts of Czechoslovakia, Lithuania, Poland, Prance, Belgium,
Luxembourg, and Yugoslavia which vrcre incorporated into the Reich and
within the Gauo of the Nazi party. In those territories the machinery
of the Leadership, Corps was used for the Gornanization through the elimina
tion of local customs and the detection and arrest of persons vdio oppos ed
U7
Gormn occupcitiOn. This wns crininal under Article 6 (b) of the Charter
in those areas governed by the dague Rules of Land Warfare and criminal
under Article 6 (c) of the Charter as to the remainder.
The Leadership Corps played its part in the persecution of the Jews.
It was involved in- the economic and political discrimination against the
Jews vdiich "was put into effect shortly after the Nazis eane into power.
The Gestapo and SD were instructed to coordinate vd.th the Gauleiters and
Kreisloiters the measures taken in the pogroms of 9 and 10 November 193S.
The Leaderdiip Corps was also used t© prevent Gorman public opinion frcn
reacting against the measures taken against the Jews in the East. On
9 October 19^2, a confidential information bulletin was sent to all Gau
leiters and Kreisloiters entitled "Preparatory Measures for the Final
Solution of the Jewish Question in Europe. Riimors concerning the Condi
tions of the Jeivs in the East." This bulletin stated that rumors were
being started by returning soldiers concerning the conditions of Jcvis in
the East which some Germans might not understand, and outlined in detail
the official, explanation to be given. This biilletin contained no explicit
statament that the Jews were being exterminated, but it did indicate they
were going to labor camps, and spoke of their corplete segregation and
elimination and the necessity of rrafehless severity. Thus even at its
face value it indicated the utilization of the machinery cf the Leade3>-
ship Corps to keep German public opinion from rebelling at a program which
was stated to involve condemning the Jews of Europe to a lifetime of
sla.very. This infoirjatien continued to be available to the Leadership
Corps. The August 1944 edition of Die Lage, a publica,tion which was
circulated among the Political Leaders, described the deportation of
430,000 Jews from Hungary*
The Leadership Corps played an important part in the administration
of the slave l/ibor Program, A Sauckel decree da,ted 7 April 1942 appointed
the Gauleiters a-s plenipotentiary for Labor Mobilization for their Gaue
v/ith authority to coordinate all agencies dealing with labor questions
in their Gaue, -with specific authority over the employiaent of foreign
wci-kors, including thoir conditions of work, feeding, end housing. Under
w
this oxithority the Gauloitcrs nssmcd control over the allocation of
labor in their G^iue, including the forced laborers fraa foreign countries*
In carrying out this task the Gauleiters used nany Party offices within
l^eir Qaue, including subordinate political Leaders. For exaaple,
Sauckelis decree of Q septeriber 1942^ relating to the allocation for
household labor of 400,000 wonen la.borcrs brought in froQ the East, es
tablished a procedure under which applications filed for such workers
should be passed on by the Kreisleiters, whose judgaent wa.s final*
Under Sauckelts directive the Leadership Corps v/as directly con
cerned with the troatnent given foreign workers, and the Gauleiters wore
specifically instructed to prevent "politically inept faci>ory heads"
frco. giving "too nuch consideration to the care of Eastern workers."
The typo of question vfliich was considered in their trea.tnent included
✓
reports by the Kreisleiters on pregnancies anong the fcnale slave laborers,
I'diich would result in an abortion if the child is parentage would not neet
the racial standards laid down by the SS and usually detention in a con
centration carjp for the fenale laborer. The evidence has established
✓
that under the supervision of the Leadership Corps, the industrial workers
were housed in carps under atrocious sajiitary conditions, worked long
✓
hours and were inadequately fed. Under sir-iilar supervision, the agri-
«» ✓
cultural workers, who were saiewhat better treated, wore prohibited
transportation, entortainr-ient, and religious vrorhhip, and were wcrkead
without any time lir.iit on their working hours and under regulations which
ga.ve the employer the right to inflict corporrl punishment. The political
Loaders, it least down to the Ortsgruppenleibers, were responsible for
this supervision. On 5 May 1943 a memorandum of Bornann instructing
that mistreatment of slave laborers cease was distributed down to the
Ortsgruppenleiters* sirHarly on 10 November 1944 a Speer circular trans
mitted a Hirmlcr directive which provided that aH members of the Nazi
party, in accordance with instructions from the Kreisleitor, would be
warned by the Qrtsgruppenleiters of their duty to keep foreign workers
under careful obsorvationo
The Leadership Corps was directly concerned with the treatment of
prisoners of war* On 5 November 1941 Bormann transmitted a directive
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down to the level of Kroisleitor instructing then to insure conpliancc
the Arry vdth the recent directives of the Dcpertacnt of the Interior
ordering that dead Russian prisoners of war should be buried wrappcjd in
tar paper in a reaotc place without any cerenjony or any decorations of
their gi^aves. On 25 NoveriDor 1943 Bomann sent a carcular instructing
the Gauleiters to report any lenient treatnent of prisoners of war. On
13 Soptcnbcr 1944? Bornann sent a directive down io the level of Krelsrp
leitor ordering that liaison be established betv/oen the Kreisloiters and
the guards of the prisoners of war in order "better to a^ssinilate the
^onnitnent of the prisoners of v/ar to the political and econociic denands".
On 17 October an 00 directive instructed the officer in charge of
the prisoners of ^var to confer with the Kreislcitors on questions cf the
productivity of labor. The use of prisoners .of wa.r, particularly these
froa the East? was a.cconpanied by a widespread violation of rules of lar^
warfare. This evidence establishes that the Leadership Corps dom to the
level of Kaeisloitor was a particip'^nt in this illegal treataont.
The 3?.chinery of the Lea.der^ip Corps was also utilised in attaapts
nade to deprive Allied airrnn of the protection to vhlch they wope entitled
under the Geneva Convention, On 13 Monoh 1940 a directive of Hess trans^-
nittod instructions through tHc Leaderdiip Corps dovm to the Blockleiter
for the guida.nco of the civilian population in ca.so of the landing of
enei'jy planes op parachutists? which stated that enemy parachutists were
to bo irxiediatoiy arrested or "nade harmless". On 30 llay 1944 Bormann
sent a circular letter to all Qau-t and Krcisleitors reporting instances
of lynchings of Allied lownlQvol fliers in which no police action was
ta^on. It wa.s roquostod that Qrtsgruppcnlciters bo inforiaed orally of
the contents of this letter♦ This letter accompanied a p^t^qpaganda drive
which had been instituted by Goobbels to induce such lync^j^s or at least
to violate the Geneva Convention by v/ithdrawing ails'" polit^o protection,
y •
5ome lynchings were carried out pursuant to this program? but it does
not appear that they were carried out throughout all of Germany, Never-
theloss^ "bho eadstenco of this circular letter shows that the heads of
the Leadership Corps wore utilisfing it fop a pupposo vihieh v/as patently
illegal and which involved the use of the machinery of the Leadership Corps
at least through the 03?t9gruppenloitor,
Conclusion
!
Tho Leadei?ship Corps v/as used for puiposos which Were criminal undei*
✓
the Charter and involved the Germanization of incorporated territory,
tho porflecution of the Jews, the administration of the slaveJLabcr program,
and the mistreatment of prisoners of war. The Defendants Bomann and
* ^
Sauckel, who were mer.'bors of this organization, were among those vdio used
it :^or these purposes. The Gauleiters, the Kreisleiters, and the Orts-
* ✓
gruppenleiters paj^ticipated, to one degree or another^ in those criminal
programs. The Reichsleitung as the staff organization cf tho party is
also responsible for these criminal programs as well as the heads of the
various staff organizations of the Gauleiters and Kreisleiters. The de
cision of the Tribunal on these staff organizations includes only the
Amtsleiters who were heads of offices on the staffs of the Reichsleitung,
Gauleitung, and Kreisloitung. With respct to other staff officers and
Party organizations a,ttached to the Leadership Corps other than the Ants-
loiters referred to above, the Tribunal will follow the suggestion of the
Prosecution in excluding then from the doclaration.
The Tribunal declares to be criminal within the nea.niiig of the Charter
the group composed of those ne.dbers of the Leadership Corps holding the
positions enumerated in the preceding paragraph who booano or remained
members of the organization with knowlodg<3 that dt v.'as beitig used for tho
corxiission of such crimes. The basis of thi'-' f :nd.'.r.g is the participation
of the organization in War Crimes and Cr"'me.'j agaiaist Humanity connected
with the ^7aJ?5 the gr®up declared criminal cAnnoI: Include, therefore, per
sons who had ceased to hold the position enumerated in the preceding para
graph prior to 1 gopb ember 1939.
1 iiTrial of Major War Criminals" - BIT Judgr-ient, p. 257-262,
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XII. THE ORGANIZATEON OF THE
/
The ag'^ncy of tho Rnichsfunhrnr SS and Chirf of th*) Gorman Polico
(Roichsfuohr "r SS un.d Ch^f drr d'^ utschon Polizoi) h'-adod by Hoinrich
Himrnlor controlled the polic forces of the Reich and also the
"Schutzstaffeln dor NationalsozialistLschen D-^utsch-n Arbeiterpartei",
comonly known as th^ SS.
The SS yras -stablish d by HITLER in 192^ as an -lite section of the
SA for political purposes under th" pret-xt of protecting sp'^ ak'^ rs at
public me'..•tings of the Nazi Party.- In 1929 Himmlr was appoint'^d Reichs-
fu-ehr-r SS, After th*- s'^izure of power th"" SS was used to maintain
order and control audiences at mass d'nonstrationo and was givn th"^
ad.ditional duty of 'internal s"curit3i"" by -a d'^crc of th'" Fuchr'^r,
At th'^ . Roehm purge in 193U the. SS play d an important role .and as a
reward for its s' rvic.s v;a.s mad-. ;in ind;;p'^nd:nt unit of tli • Nazi party
shortly thereafter.
The original fomation was th-: Allg--n.in^ -(g n -ral) SS which by 1939
had grown to a corps of 2l|0,000 mn organiz'd on military lin'^s. O'ther
forni'.i'tionc of "the SS in the y^ars b'^for'^ th war ivr" th^ Vr-rfu-^gungs—
gruppe, composed of SS men v/ho volunt-^-r d for foiur y ars arrmd
S'^rvicSj and th" SS Toterikopfvcrbarnd (cr D">:ith'r. H'ad units) "VYhich
were special troops -enployed to guard th' Corc ntration Ganps which
came under SS control in 193U,
. In th" summmr of 1939 the Verfu gungsgruppe was -"quipp-d as a
motorized division to form the nucl-us of th" fore s ?hich in 19U0
became knoTm as th.: T''aff' n SS (or arn d SS). This ^'^aff-n SS crved
under th.. tactical command of the -ai^iy but was adninist red by and
under disciplinary control of th" SS,
The SS G-ntral Organization had 12 main offices, Th" most
inporlxint w-re;
The RSHA (R-ichs Sicherheitshauptar^.t or R-ich S-':curity H ad Offic")
The ""'n/HA (iTirtschafts VereY.altungshaupt.ant or Econoriic Adni.nist^ution
Main Office) and the
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RUSHA (Rar3G^-^ Uhd Si-idlungshauptont or Race and Settlement Main
Office),
Beginning in 1933 there 'vas a gradual analgar.iation of the police
and SS, On 17 Juii- 1936 Himl'^r was appointed Chief of the Gorman
Police in the Mirtisti'jr of Iho interior, With decro'^ of 26 June 1936 in
his capacity as Roichsfuehrer SS and Chief of the Gorman Police Hinnler
placed th- Crininal Police or Kripo and the S* crot State Police or
G-^stapo in th'^ S-curity Police (Sipo) and appoini/od Ho^T-drich, vfho was
Chief of the Sicherhoitsdionst dos Roichsfudiror SS or SD (which had
been the intcllig; :nco agency, first of the SS and after U June 193U of
the entire Nazi Party) Chief of the S:x\n'ity Police,
Thas consolidation of the Security Police, a State organization, and
the SD, a Party organization, vfas fornalizod b'/' the decree of 27 Soptcnbor
1939, •'/'hich united the various Stat'- and Party offices vfnich T'oro under'
Hoydrioh as Chief of the Security Police and SD into one administrative
^it, the RSH/l (Rfdchs Sichcrhoitshauptamt or R'^ ichs Seciirity Head
Office), The RSHA ?fao divided into seven offices (Acntcr). Ant I and
II docolt T/ith adninj-strative natters, The Security Polic* (Sipo) Trore
repr-^sentod by Amt IV (th ) head office of the G'^ stapo) and Ant V (the
head office of the Kripo). The SD wor r.e.pren-nt"d by Amt III, th-
head office for SD activities inside Germany, by fimt VI, the head
office for SD activities outside of Germany and by Ant VII, th- office
for ideological research. Shortly aft .r the or a.tion of the RSHA, in
Nov-.mb-r 1939, the Security Police was coordinat d vrith the SS by
taking v^ll officials of the Gestapo and Kripo into th" SS at ranks
'•quivalent to their positions,
•'• '^'ithin Germany and areas incorporated into the Reich and local
offices of the Gestapo, Kripo and SD v/ere formally separated, but
coordinat-d b«r Inspectors of the Security Police and SD on the staffs
of th . loc-.l Higher SS and Police Load rs, In occupi d territori-s
the local units of th-• Security Police .and SD were under the control
of th, B.SilA and th- Higher SS and Police Leader, In territories which
wer.^ ccnsid-ired operational military areas or wh-. re G-rnan control
$3
had not boon fornally established, n^r.bTs of the Gestapo, Kripo,
and SD wore joined together into j-iilitar:?- typ; organizations knovm as
Einsatz Konnandos and Einsatagruppcn, also "under the overall control
of RSI-IA,
Early in I9I42, the (Wlrtschafts Veia^altungshauptant) T/as
organized under HirvfLcr^s order to coordinate and consolidate the
administrative vfork of tho SS, and Osivald Pohl appointed Ghiof„ Ants-
gruppe D (Dcpartm.ont D) of the FVHA was responsible for the adninistration
of "the entire system of concentration caups incl"'iding the nodntenance
and adiAinistration of the camps and "the use of th'^ inmates as a source of
forced labor.
Ihe V^VIiA and its pr'*dccessor the Hauptamt Verr/altung und V^irtschaft
managed and controlled a nuieber of economic entxirprises which wore
either ovmod or controlled by the SS. These enterprises embraced on
extensive industrial cnpiri: extending from Holland to Poland and Hungary
and wore operated almost cntir ay through the use of conc-niration camp
labor. These enterprises included among others the Deutscho Srd- und
Stcinwcrko (DSST), the Klinlc-r Zeriont, the Ostindustrie (Osti), and the
Dcutsche Ausruestungswcrkc (DAVf), Osvaild Pohl was the Chi-f of Amts-
gruppa W(Departn:;nt f) vrhich was responsible for th.: operation and
adninistration of those r-nb.rprisos and ho was the chief officer of the
Doutschc Wirtschaftsbotricbo which as a pcar'-nt holding company
owned and controlled thovsc and some "twenty o"ther SS business enter
prises, Ancillary to Antsgruppe T:"" was Staff Vf which exercised general
administra"tive super"vlsion of "the indus"tries, secured n'^ 'v; er.terpris'*^s
and handled loans and oth-r financing of those enterprises. The Chief
of Staff vV was initially Hans Hohb-rg and lat,r Leo Volk and Hans Baier,
The RU3HA (Race and Scttlem'.r.t Office) was an office for G-rrnan-
ization of occupied territories according to the racial principles of
the Nazi Party.,
Also attach''d to the 35 main offices was a 'Vesciarch foundation"
known as tho Ahnencrbo,, During tho war an institute for military
'ii •» li.iiliiil nri>ii fllritft» • ilii'ili .n"-,* rt „ i.« mt
scientific research bccanr^ attach"^d to the Ahn^nerbe v;hich conducted
cxperi^'cnts involving the use of living hunan b:":ings. The Ahnenerbe
was subsidized and under the patronage of the Rcichs fuehrer SS,
Gottlcb Bcrger hold the rank of Obergruppenfuehrer in the SS and
was Chief of the SS Hauptant Y/hich was in charge of recruiting and re-
placencnt of SS personnel, ideological training, and recruiting for the
SS in foreign countries,
Walter Schellenberg also had the rank of Obvergruppenfuchror in the
SS and was Chief of Ant VI in the RSHA,
Walther Darro held the rank of Obergrupponfuohrer in the SS and
was Chir f of the Race and Settlenent MainOffice, the predecessor of
RUSHA, fron 1931 and 1938-
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XIII. Ri\NKS IN REICH MINISTRIES
Reich Minister
State Minister
State Socretai^y
State Secretary for Special
Assigni-ients
AQbassador
Ambassador for Special
Assignmenta
Undersecretary of State
Counsellor of the
Reich Chancellery
Ministerial Director
Minister First Class
Counsellor of the
presidential Chancellery
Ministerial Dirigent
Consul General First Class
Minister
Senior Counsellor of
Legation
Ministerial Counsellor
Counsellor of Embassy
Consul General
Counsellor of Legation
First Class
Senior GovernrAcnt
Counsellor
Consul First Class
Counsellor of Lega.tion
Consul
Government Counsellor
secretary of Legation
Vice Consul
Attache
(official on probation
in the service of the
German Foreign office)
Reichsminister
Staatsminister
Staatssekretaer
Staatssekretaer zur besonderen
Verwendung
BotschaJCter
Botschaftor zur besonderen
Verwendung
Untersta.atssekreta,er
Reichslcabincttsrat
Ministerialdirekbor
Gesandter I.Klasso
Reichspraes idia.lrat
Ministerialdirigent
Generalkonsul I.Kla.ese
Gesandter
Vortragendcr Logationsra,t
MinisteriaIrat
Botschaftsrat
Generalkonsul
• ✓
Legationsra.t I oKlasse,
Gesandtschaitsra-t I.Klasse.
Qberregierungsrat
Konsul I.Klasse
Legationsrat, Gesa,ndtsoha^tsrat
Konsul
Regiorungsrat
Legationssekretaer
Vizokonsul
Attache
[^6
Ch'*^nc2llor- First Glr,ss
(Sonlor Ohiof Glerlc in
Er.ibr.ssies, Logc.tions or
Cons^ilatca)
Senior Kinisterial Qlerk
Chancellor "
(Chief Cierk in Enbassies^
legations or Consulates)
Hiniaterial Clork
ConsuLrr Seoretaiy
Fir st Class
Senior (iDYemnent Clerk
Consvilar Secretary
Governuent Clerk
K-nzlor I«Klassc
iV-itsrat
Kanzler
Antnann
Kons'jlatssokrctaer I»Klasse
Oberinspektor
Konsulat s s ekretaer
Inspelcbor
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2ZV, CLSH u ^ B-jacK
xteiohsr,esetzblati; 1934, JParl; I, p, 973»
G-arinarL Law on the oath of the Heich liinisters and meabers
of the State G-Mvernments of October 15, 1934.
Section 1
"l/hen taiang, office, the H-.-sich uinisters swear the following
oath before the i^aehrer and Bsioh Oiiancellor:
**1 s^7ear; I shall be faithful'and obedient to
~,the 5\iehrer of the German Beich and nation
^olf Hitler, devote my strength to the v/elfare
oi" the German nation, observe the lavjs, fulfill
conscientiously my duties and act impartially
and justly towards everybody,, so help m© God.**
£>ection 3
The Beich ministers now in office are to be s\7orn in iimie-
diately in conformity vjith Section! 1.
Berlin, October 15, 1934
I'he 5'uelirer and Beich Chancellor
-aDuLJ nITi.iB
The Heich i.iJ.-:13l4i of the Interior
KilGh
Beichsgesetzblatt 1937, Part I, pp. 39, 42, 66
German Civil Service ^ct of January 25, 1957
Part XIIX
Section 157
(l) i»hen tahing office, the Beich hiinister OTJears the
foUcwlng oath before the SViehrer and Beich Chancellor!
"I swear; I shall be faithfia and obedient to
«the SBehrer of the German Heich aiid nation,
^dolf HITLIH, devote my strength to the vrelfare
of the German nation, observe the laws, fulfill
my duties and act impartially and justly towards
everybody, so help me God."
(2) &eotion 4, (2) and (3) ,are applicable#
Berlin, January 26, 1337
Ihe ^Vehrer Etnd Beich Onancellor
^dolf HiTXmE
The Beich Llinister of the Interior
FBXCh
The Heich ilinister of Plnance
Graf SCliw'A-^Ii- von hHOSIGK
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/f-
^ •*>! - 1 . »•V - i. V
ReiotLSgesetzblatt 1934, lart I, p. 785«'
Grpvrrii^n Law on tlie cWeaxing in of civil servants and soldiers
of the armed, forces of -t^ugust 30, 1934.
^section 2 <
(l) The oaijh of the public officials is worded as follows?
•"I swear; I shall be faithful and obedient to
-*the S\iehrer of the Oeriian Reich and nation,
i».dolf Hitler, obey the laws and fulfill
conscientiously the duties of iny office, so
help me G-od«"
Berlin, -august 30, 1934
The ^Fuehrer and Heich Ghancellcsr
^OLF HITLulS
The Heich iiinister of the Interior
JRICi;
The Reich Liinister of Befense
yOiNl" RLa.3JtiO
Reichsgesetzblatt 1937, Rart I, pp. 59, 42, 66
G-erman Olvil Bervice -s>.ct
of,January 26, 1937
Part II
2 Oath
Section 4
(1) The official confirms his special allegiance to the
Fuehrer and Reich Ohancellor by the follov/ing oath, which he
must take vjhen taking office for the first time I
**I sv7ear; I shall be faithful and obedient to
•^the ihehrer of the German Heich and nation,
Adolf RIILBH, obey the lav/s and f-olfill con
scientiously the duties of my office, so help
me God*"
(2) If a law allov/s the members of a religious organization
to use another form or affirination instead of an oat^-, an offo.-^
cial who is a member of such a religious €»rgan.izat-.on may use
that fcrm»
(3) iin official may talce the oath \/ithout the closing words
if he objects to taking the oath in the roliSicus form*
Berlin, January 26, 1937
The Fuehrer and Heich Chancellor
j^dolf HITuuIR
The Heich ilinister of the Interior
miOK
The Heich liinister of Finance
Graf SCihiijiHL^ von IROSIGK
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XVI» LIST OF CABIN3T TMfflERS .M® CABINET ASSOCIATES
AXMANN, ARTHUR ^
BACKE^ HERBERT r.
Reich Youth Leader entitled to take part in
Cabinet noetings if his jurisdiction wr.s
concerned, 10 August 1940 —March 1945*
Interned by the British*
state Secreta,iy of Food dnd Agriculture >
23 May 1942 - March 1945, serving alpo as
acting Minister*
Corxiittod suicide♦
VON BLOMBERG, VJERNER Reich Minister, of Defense (Title changed to
Minister of Wa!r in March 1935), 30 January
1933 ~ 4'February 1938,
Deceased*
EDUARD FRITZ
BOHLE, ERNST HLHEIM Chief of the Foreign Organization of the
in the Foreign Office entitled to take part in
Ca.binet n6etings when his jurisdiction t^s
concernedj 30 January'1937 March 1945*
On trial in this case.
BORMANH^ MARTIN
VON BRAUCHITSCH,
Walter h* a^ A*
P/JIRE, WALTER R* 0,
DIETRICH, OTTO
DOENITZ, KARL r
DORPlilULLER, JULIUS
VON eltz-r{)benaoh,
leader of the Party Chancelle^ and a neciber
of the cabinet with authority of a Reich
Minister, 29 May 1941 March 1945*
Sentenced to death by the UCT*
Corxiander-^in-Ohief of the AraQ^ with the pank
of Reich Minister, 25 Februaajy 1938 r
21 Decenbor 1941*
Interned in Engla.nd,
Reich Minister of Fo'-"d and Agriculture,
30 June 1933 - March 1945,
On trial in this case*
press Chief of the ReichsrogierUng entitled to
participate in Cabinet aeetings, 26 Novenber
1937 - March 1945^
On trial in this case^
aor.mnndar-in-^Sdef' of tho Nf.vy with thQ
to sit in Cabinet noetings, 30 January 1943 ^ ,
Ma.y 1945*
sentenced to ton years * inprisonaont by the mT9
Reich Minister of Transport, 2 February^1937
March 1945*
Roioh Minister of post® an^ Reich Minister
of Transports, 30 January 1933 ^ 2 February
1937,
Resigned and deceased.
^0
I^ANK, HANS
Ki\RL HERirUN
FRiCK, :/ilhell; -
VON FRITSCH, YJERNSR
FUNK, :talter
Governor Genor'^l polr.nd^ Reich Kinister
Without portfolio, 19 Deceriber 1934 -
llnrch 1943•
Sentenced to de'.-th by 1;he 32fr>
Str^.tesHihistei* of the protectornte of
Boher.iir. :<.nd lloro.Vie iTith the l*r.nk of J^eich
Hihistei'^ ^5 August 1934 - lIo.rch 19451
Sentenced to derth by o Czech i7or criaes court#
Reich Minister of the Interior^ 30 J.nnurry
1933 25 August 1943^ retained the titlooef
Reich Minister upon his rppointnent 25 August
1943 as Reich protector for Bohenia. and Moravian-
Sentenced to death by the lUT#
Con-Mander-in-Chief of the Arniy vrith the rank
of. Reich Minister^ 20 April 193^ 4 February
193Sn
Deceased.
Press Chief of the Reichsregioirung, 30 January
1933 - 26'Novenber 19375 Reich Minister "of
Economics, 15 January 193^ - March 1945«
Sentenced to life iaprisonuent by the Ii!T,
GOSBBSLS, PAUL JG3EF ' Reich Minister of popular Enlightennont cand
propaganda, 13 M^rch 1933 - iMrch 1945•
Cerxiitted suicide^
GOfSSING, HERIL™ -
UURTNER, FFMZ -
HESS, RUDOLF
Reich Minister Without Portfolio, 30 January
19335 Reich Minister of Air, 5 May 1933 ~
March 19455 Reich Forest Master vjith the
authority of a Reich Minister, 12 July 1934 -
March 1945*
Sentenced to death by the JtW; corxiitted
suicide.
Reich Minister of Justice, 1 February 1933
29 Janu'^.ry 19ii-l.
Deceased®
Deputy of the Fuehrer and "aeDber of the
Reich Cabinet", 1 Decaaber 1933 2? May 1941^
Sentenced to life iraprisonaent by the IIIT.
HIERL, KONST-'lITIN Reich Labor Leader, given the right on January
1937 to participate in Cabinet neetings when
his jurisdiction was involved and given the
power of a Reich Minister, 20 August 1943•
HIiai3R, HSINRIGH - Chief of the Gerrrn police in the Reich,
Minister of Interior with the right to take
poH in Cabinet neetings if his jurisdiction
Vfps involved, 17 August 193^5 ^aade Reich'
Minister of the Interior, 25 August 1943»
ConiMitted suicide.
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HUGEJJBERG/ AIJ-RED -
KEim, WILHEIM -
KERRL, HANS
Reich Kinister of Econonics end Reich Minister
of Food and Agriculture, 30 January 1933 —
29 June 1933. .
Chief of the OKIiT with the rank of Reich Minister,
4 February 193S - March 1945.
Sentenced to death by the BIT,
Reich Minister Without Portfolio, l6 June 1934
and Reich Minister for Church Affairs,
l6 July 1935 - 13 Decenbor 1942.
Deceased.
LAME,!ERS, HANS HEINRICH - Chief of the Reich Chancellery, appointed
State Secretary and Chief of'the R^ch
Chancellery, 30 January 1933^ '^'•ud as Reich
Minister 26 Novenber 1937.
On trial in this case.
IffilSSNER, OTTO -
MUHS, HERMANN
VON NEUR/\TH,
CONSTANTIN U. K. •
OHNESORGE, V/ILHELJl
State Minister and Chief of the presidential
Chancellery vfith the Rank of Reich Minister,
1 Decenber 1937.
On trial in this case.
Acting as Reich Minister for* Church Affairs,
3 February 1942 - March 1945.
Reich Minister for Foreign Affairs, 30 January
1933 - 4 Februar-y 193^^ retained the title of
Reich Minister upon appointnont as President
of the Secret C' bi-net Council, 4 February 193S,
Sentenced to fifteen yca_rs f inprisonnent by BIT,
Reich Miniver of posts. 2 Februa,ry 1937 -
March 1945.
VON PAPEN, FR/iNZ - Vico-Cbanccllor, 30 January 1933 - 30 July 1934,
Acquitted by BIT.
VON POPITZ, EDUARD
H. J.
RAEDER, ERICH -
VON RIBBENTROP,
JOACHIM
Prussian Finance Minister with the right to taJce
part in Cabinet aeetings 30 January 1933 —
July 3-944»
Killed in connection with the 20 July 1944 events.
Comander-in-Chief of the Na-Oy with the rank of
Reich Minister 20 April 1936, and the ri^t to sit
in Cabinet neetings, 25 February 193& - 30 January
19439
Sentenced to life inprisonaent by the IMTo
Reich Minister cf Fcroign Affa.irs, 4 Februa.ry 1933—
March 1945.
Sentenced to death by the BIT.
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EDEm.1, EFIIST Chief cf'tho SA •'^ nd 'Jn nerhcr of the Reich
C'-.hinci.", 1 Scccnfcor 1933 —3^) June 193l»
Killed on June 30^ 1/31»
RCS1NB:31G, - Reich ninister for 1;he Occupied Eastern Terri
tories, 17 July 1941 ^ I'lTch 1945.
Sentenced to derth by the IIIT.
BEuNJLMvD - Reioh llinister of Educrtion, 1 1-oy 1934 —
Hcrch 1945.
Conuitted suicide.
SIH/.CHT, Hj;iIlL\R - Acting r.s Reich Minister for Ec6nor.iics;
30 July 1934 - 26 Novenber'1937, ^^nd Reich
Minister v/ithout portfolio, 26 irovenber 1937
21 Jonurry 1943.
Acquitted by tho MIT.
VON SCHIR-'iCH^ B.\LDUR Reich Touth Ler.der rdth the right to tcke pert
in Gcbinet neetings, 1 Eccopbor 193^ 10 August
1940^
Sentenced to tv/enty yecrsi iraprisonnent by the HIT*
SGHLEGELBERGER,
m\N2
SCHI-ilTT, lOm
Acting OS Reich llinistor of Justice, 29 Jonucry
1941 - 20 .\ugust 1942,
Sentenced to life ir.iprisonr.ient by the U.S. Military
Tribunal No, HI.
^ \
Acting rs Reich Minister for Econonics, 30 June
1933 - 30 1934.
SCRTEREl VON KROSIGK, Ecid; Ifflhieter of Finonse, 30 JnnUv-ry 1933 -
LUTZ Mareh 1945.
On trial in this case.
SEllTE, FR-*NZ Reich Minister of labor, 30 January 1933 -
March 1945.
Eeceased^
SEYSS-INQUART, ARTKUR irde r. Reich Minister Vrithout portfolio,
1 May 1939 March 1945.
Sentenced to death by tho E!T,
SPEER, ALBERT -
THIER.\CK, OTTO
TOBT, FRITZ
Reich Minister of Arnanonts and TJar production.
(Originally known as Reichilinistcr of ArMfCgiCnisSd Munitions), 9Februa.ry 1942 May 1945) ^ .
Inspector General of Gerr.ia.n Highways and Inspector
Genera.l of ijater and power vd,th the authority of
Reioh Minister^ 9 February 1942 r* Ifay 1945? _
Sentenced to tv/enty yearst inprisonnent by th© IMI*
Reich Minister of Justice, 20 August 1942 T^faroh 1945v
Ooixiitted suicide.
Minister of Arrjanents and Munitions^ 17 March 1^4^
S February 1942) Inspector General of Gernari Hi^wayE
with the authority/ of a Roioh Minister, 3 April 1941r
8 February 1942, and Inspector G©nornl for and
pov/or with the authority of a Reioh Itinister,
29 July 1941 ^ Fobrua.ry 1942?
Eeoeased^
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XIX. i;BBREVL;m'fjs in ihe porkign office
• . v.- 5.^..
- Aaswaertiges Aiat( Foreign Office)
R,U, - Reichsitdnifiter
( Reich iiinister )
^ Reichsaassenroinister
( Reich Foreign Minister )
B.R.a.m. - Buero des Reichsausseniainisters( Office of the Reich Foreign iimister )
3t.3. ^ Otaatssekretaer( otate iecretary )
3t.3.z.b,V. - otaatssekretaer zar besonderen Ven^endong( dtato oecretary for opecial Assignments )
U^Ot.S, Unterstaatssekretaer
( Undersecretary of 3tate )
Dir, - Director, i.inisterialdireictor
( ilinisterial Director )
Dg, - Dirigent, Idnisterialdirigent
(idnisterial pirigent )
V.L.R, - Vorti-agendcr Legationsrat( jenior Co.inseilor of Legation )
L. R, ^ Legationsrat( Co'insollor of Legation )
Ref. -1 Referent oder Referat
{^(iviseT)
G. R. -r Gesandtschaftsrat
(Counsellor of Ijegation )
L, 3, ^ Legationssekretaer
( Secreoary of Legation )
U.3t,3.Pol. - UnterstaaiiaseUrGtaer, Leiter der Pol-tisoaen Abteil^g(Undersecretary of otate, Chief of T,ae Political Divisiot
Dg. ?ol, " pirigent der Politiscnen ^bteilung
v^Dirigent of the Political Division)
Ha, Pol, r- Handelspolitische abteilung
( ^liConoj.iic Division /•
Pers. ^ Personalabteilung
( personiiel Division )
- Reohtsabteilung
( Le^al Division )
Pre s se ab tail un^j
( Press Division )
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NG-4I5I
YEARLY SALARIES OF FOREIGN OFFICE DEFENDANTS
ACCORDING TO THE RANK AND SALARY CLASSIFICATIONS OF THE REICH SAURY LAWS OF
DECEMBER 16,1927 AND MARCH 30,1943 AND OTHER REGULATIONS.
NAME 1932 APPR. 1945 APPR.
WEIZSAECKER MINISTER I.CLASS: 32000RM
STATESECRTARY; T4I00 RM
(UNTIL 1943,UTER
AHBASSADOR)
STEEN6RACHT 1932 NOTIN 60VERNHEHTSERVIGE STATESECtETARY: i86IIORH
KEPPLER 1931 NOT meOVEIINNENTSEItVltE STATE SECRETARY; 340I)ORM
AND INCOME FROM OTHER
SOVERNMENT OR NS.D.AJ>
A6ENCIES
QDHLE 1932NOTIN eOVERNNENT SERVItE STATE SECRElAIOr;!4IIIIORH AND INCOME FROM NS.D.A.R AGEHCES
WOERMANN UGATION COUNSEURItLASS 9820ltN AHBASSAOOR; 6&S00RH
RITTER MINISTERUL DIRECTOR^ISIOORH AHBAS5AD0R; 46G0aRM
EPDMANNSDORFF EHIASSY COUNSELOR; 25600RH HIWSTERtAL0IRI6BIT;25&80Rn
VEESENMAYER 1932 NOT MeOVERNHEMT SERVICE HNISTER; SIOODRH AND INCONE FROM OTHER AGENCIES
I, HANS SCHROEDER, UP TO I94S MINISTERIAL DIRECTOR AND HEAD OF THE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT OF THE F0REI6N OFFICE, DECLARE HEREWITH TO HA]/E
MADE THE ABOVE LIST TO THE BEST OF MY KN0WLED6E BASED ON MY MEMORY AND AVAILABLE DOCUMENTS.
' Namo^rg, 11.11.1947 •,
NG-4150
and yearly salaries of Defendants in Government service
according to the Reich salaries law of March 30,1943.
ISIame Rank Yearly Salary
appr.
Corresponding Rank
in the Judiciary
Corresponding Rank
in the Military
ReichMinister If 6 0 00 RMfeOO 000 Gift-)
N Supreme Commanders of the three branches of
the armed forces, Fieidmarshais (e.g. Ooering
Keifel, Raeder, Doenitz. Rommel, Rundstedt) '
Sckweriu V. Krosigk u k6 OOORM • a
Darre #1 g
iieissner
Sfafe Minisier
with the ranic of
Reich Minister
M g
wti Welzsaecker State Secretary(until 1943, laterAmbassadot) 7^ too RM
Colonel-General, General-Admiral
(e.g. Haider, RenduUc - and others)
SfeengpxKlifkfkgkm stateSecretary 68 600 RM no corresponding g
Kejopler n 3 4 000 RMand income from other
OorernmentorParty agencies
/t#y/A //7 TTiC "
Judiciary
g
Bohle a 34OOO RMand income from
Party agencies ~
9
Sfuckart a
'
28 600RM
and special allowances
g
DieMch H 60 000 Oft g
Korner ti OOORM
and special allowances
g
Ritter Ambassador h-e OOORM
/
u
Berger Generalin the Waffen 5$ 3! ZfOORM
and special aiiotrances
President of the
Reich Supreme Court General, Admiral
Woermann
ninistaial Director with t/ie
rantc ofUnrl&mKlaiyr^Slrde
(unfiiI94J, laterAmbassador) 66 500RM
President of the
Prussian Supreme Court
Befween Oenerai and
Lieufenanf- Genera!
Veesenmayer
Minister First Class
as Plenipotentiary of ,
the Reich
St 000 RM -
and income from ^
other agencies ;
between PresidentoftheReirh
'^ remeCwrtandPresidaitof
^he Sapmme Covrts (^Appeal Lieutenant-General, Vice-Admiral
uErdmannsdorff tlinister Fird Classas tlinisterialDirigent 25 600 RM Counselor of fheReich Supreme Courf Brigadier-General
ScMlenberg Major-Qenerai of thePolice. Brigdier-Qeneral
if Hie SS
/7 SOO RM
and special allowances
II
/, Hans Schroeder, up to l%5 tlinisterial Director and head of the Personnel Department of the
Foreign Office, declare herewith to have made the above list to Hie best of my knowiegde based
on my memory and available documents. ^
Nurnberg, ZZ/IZ/tFr
D - Abteilmii^ Deutscaland
( Division Gerjiiany )
Kuit; KulttPol*- KultarpolitiscAe Abteilung
i. Cultural Division )
Frot, - ProtokoH
( Protocoll Division )
Pa Rundfunk Abteilung
( Broadcastiiig Division )
Pol. X II - liilitaerreferat
( adviser for mlitary affairs )
Inf • - Inforidationsabteilung
( Inforuiativ^n Division )
Xnl. I - Atiteilung Inland I
( Inland Division X }
Xnl» II - Abteiluiig Inlaiid II
( Inland Division II )
A. 0. ^ Auslandsorganisation der N3D.;?
( Foreign Organization of tiie N3DAF )
l«V, - In Vertretung
( as deputy )
- I/ii .^Uitrag
( B2'" order )
Anl, ~ Anlage
( enclosure )
2, Iv. TT zur Ilenntnis
( for infoniiation )
z. Ivlitz. ~ aur l.utzeicimung
( for oo^signcturo )
- gesehen
( seen /
- vdedervoraulegen
( is to be ren-subiuitted )
v.A, ^ vor Abgang
( before dispatching )
n.A« •" nach Abgang
( after dispatching )
z«dtA* - zu den A^^ten
(set-tied niattor, to be filed)
Tel, Telegratiun
( telegram )
Telko w Telegrfumdcontrolle
( control of t-elegrai'is )
GeiuCiiiff.Verf."f Geh'-oiiiies dliiffrierverfanren
( Jeoret cipher-code )
Gew.Oldif .Verf .-r Cevvoeiinliohea Ohiffrierverfahren
( cipher-code )
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i.R, r- in Reirisclirift .( origina,i to be signed by )
gez, - gezeiohnet
( signed )
~ Geheiia
( Secret )
68
r% 0103
Soa; C7- r":.n Ttt.s r.nrl ?sicns us d in conn cti'ni
.. .^ . (^"or \rLntion f or
"aioo'n^^rti" ,o .-nt")
AbscliluoG (Oilonz)
Abtoiluno: 'aiclondsnr os o
.:.bt~ilunr D utsch . Pr-oso
JP•t ~ilun;^ sdlr ]rtor
-'.^"."nLcblujip; (of on cnt rn^^is:)
''itl ir Sn-ndo dr.r
dciitseh: n "Tirtsch ?, ft
Aktcnzcichcn
Aktic
Akticn'- c s oilsch••f t
Akticngosctz
Aktichko-ni tol
Aktionoor
/.ktiv'.
A'lt
A~yfeseid
fuor A'Tornolitik
AmTGisunr, Hirp/c.isung^ ""ci.onng
Arboitso">.t
-irbci tsbodinn'ong on
Arbcitsbuch
Arlioi tscins o tz
Arbritsfr'nt, Doutsch.. - D.'.T,
.:r'oitslo.^
.'jrioior'un^
Anfruos tujio
A
0 roon Por~i,-n O'^fic-;
(o.nnuol) b;olonc-. sh ot
f)i"nwOion c-f 7or~ir_:n Pr-rs
Di"\r.nfon o " 0- r- von ?:r .ss
3 cticn chi f* D -xort i'.nt chi'^f
'"''inc"'in:. iro; liqijid.-.ti -n
-.d'.lf liitlor Fund "f Gorn-n Trode
ond Indus tr--
Pofcrcncc "--n o lott o^j file
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Aufsichtsrat
I
AtiCsichtsra tsi tzung
Ausftihr
Ausgabe
Ausschuss
Bankenkonsortiun
Barkredit
Beauftragter
Beirat
Beraubung
Bergbau
Beschlagnahne
Besitz
Betrieb
Bevollnaechtigter
Bezirk
Bezirksgruppe
B.H.O, (abbreviation for
'Berg- und Huetten-
werksgesollschaft Ost
n.b.H.'O
Bilanzpruefer
Block
Blutschtzgesetz abbr» of Gesebz
zun Schuitze des deutsdien Blutos
und der deutschen Ehre
Braurikohle
Buergemeis ter
DAF (abbreviation for
'Beutsche Arbeits front")
B
D
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"supervisory board of diroctors"
(often not translated, since no
exact Anerican equivalent)«
Aufsichtsrat neeting
Export
Edition, issue
Connittee
Syndicate of bankinghouses
Cash credit
Agent (if governnent function:
plenipotentiary)
Advisory board, advisory council
Spoliation
Mining
Sequestration or seizure
Possession
Plant, enterprise, establishnent
Agent (if governnent function:
plenipotentiary)
District
District group
A special corporation set up to
operate in the occupied East
Auditor
Snallest party unit, headed by a
block leader.
Law for the protection of Geman
blood and honor, dated Sept. l5,
1935 (RG3L,T p,llU6)
Lignite or browi coal
Jfciyor (the head of a snaller
connunity or the first associate
Geman Labor Front
Darlchen
Deutsche Rentenbank Credit
Anstalt
Deutscher Gemcindetag
Deutscher Wochendlenst
Devisengesetz
Devisenstelle
Dircktor
DNB Deutschos Nachrichten Bnro
Eigentun
Einbucrgerung
Einkonriens tener
Einkonnensteuergesetz
Einziehung
Enteignung
Entjudung
e. V, (Abbreviation for
"Eingetragenor Verein")
Ernaehrungsant
Fachgruppe
Feindliches Eigenturi
Feindvemoegcn
Fernschreiber
Finanzant
Fomulierung
Fuehrerprinzip
E
Loan
Gernan agricUltiiral credit bank
(under supervision of ths
Reich Finance Ministry)
Geman Municipal League
Gernan Weekly Service
Foreign exchange law
Office for foreign currency control
A nanager (title given to a
nonber of the Vorstand or to a
nanager of a corporation, plant
or division), director
Geman News Bureau
Property or ownership
Naturalization
Incone Tax
Incone tax law
Confiscation
Expropriation, confiscation
"de-Judaizationelinination of
Jews fron public or econonic
life
Chartered association
Food office
A sub—group of a 'Wirtschafts-
grnppe" (Econonic Group)
Eneny property
Eneny property
Teletype
Internal revenue office
Fomulation
Leadership principle
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Gau
Gauleiter
Gaupresseant
Gaupr0s s e s telle
GauitVir tschaftsbera ter
Gauwirtschaftskaniner
Gehein
Geheine Konnandosache
Geheime Reichssache
Geheine Staatspolizei
(Gestapo)
G»n,b,H (abbreviation for
"Gesellschaft nit
beschraenkter Haf-
tung ")
Geneinde Verfassung
Goneindlicho Solbs tverwaltung
Generalbovollnaechtigeer
Generaldirektor
General Inspekteur des
Zollgrcnzschutzes
Generalvorsannlung
Generalvollnacht
Gendamerie
Gesantkonzern
-Geschaeftsanteil
Geschaeftsfuehrer
Gaschae f tsfuehrung
Geschae ftsordnung
Gesellschaf tsver trag
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Regional unit of tho Nazi Party
or of the Reich
Regional leader of the NSD/lP for
the Gau, the nain adininistrative
party unit, subdivided into
Kreise-Os tsgruppenzellen-Blccks
Gau Press Section
Gau Press Office
Gau Econonic Adviser
Gau Econonic Chanber
Secret
Secret eany natter
Secret state natter
Secret State Police
Linited liability corporation
Municipal constitution
J-tunicipal self-governnent
General plenipotentiary
General nanager (title given to
the Vorstand chaiman or chief
manager of a corporation)
Inspector General of the Customs
border force.
Stockholders' meeting (called
"Hauptvcrsamlung " after
Stock Corporation Law
(i*ltticngGsetz) of 1937);
general noeting
Gonernl Power of Attorney
Rural police
Totnl concern
Participation share
Manager (of a G.n.boH.)
Management
Rules of procedure
Articles (or certificate) of in
corporation, articles of a
partnership (called 'BatziJng"^
after Stock Corporation Law
(Aktiengesetz) of 1937)
Gesotz
Gestapo (abbreviation for
Goheine Staatspolizei "
Grossbank
Grube
Grundbesitz
Grundkapital
Handel
Handelsregis tor
Handlungsbevollnaechtigter
Hauptant
Haup tauss chuss
H.T.O, (abbreviation for
"Haupttreuhandstelle
Ost")
Hauptvereinigung
Hauptversamlung
Hoeheror SS-und Polizeifuehrer
H,W,A, (abbrevia tion for
'Heereswaffenant")
Hypothek
Indus trie
Journalist
Judonabgabe
Kapi talver flechtung
H
K
Law, statute, act
Secret State Police
Big bank^ large banking house
Pit, nine
Real estatoj landed property
Capital stock
Trade; comsrce
Gonnercial Court Recording Office
Enployee with power of attorney;
entitled to bind his fim by
his signature, either generally
oi for a specified type of
transactions
Main office
Main connittee
"!'Iain Trustee Office East", a
special Reich agency for
occupied Poland
Central Marketing Association
StockholdGrs' noeting (after
Stock Corporation Law
(Aktiengesetz) of 1937)
Higher SS and Police leader
Amy Ordnance Office
Mortgage
Industry
Journalist
Jcmsh atononent fine (of November
12, 1938)
Interlacing of capital
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Kartell
Konsor tial-Abteiliing
Konzentrationslager
(abbreviated KZ)
Konzern
Konzemspitze
Kreisbauernfuehrer
Kreisbauernschaft
Kriegsgefangener
Kri e gswirtschaft
Kreisleiter
Rf-ininalpolizei
K.Z. (abbreviation for
"Konzentrationslager
Lager
Landes bauernfuehrer
Landesbauernschaft
Landesernaehrungsant
Landes finanzant
Landeshauptab t eilung
Landesnuenzs taette
Landrat
Landwir tscha f tskannorn
Leiter
Lonbardkredi t
MdR (abbreviation for '^tglied
des Reichstags ")
Itltglied
ML tgliedsversannlung
MOB (abbreviation for
"Mobilisierung ")
M
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Cartel
Syndicate departnent
Concentration Canp
Concern
Top Konzern conpany; parent
conpany
County Peasant Leader
County Peasant Association
Prisoner of war
War eoonony
Pari.y jeader of the NSDAP for
a dist?;ict
Crininal police
Concentration canp
Canp
Regional Peasant Leader
Regional Peasant Associa-tdon
Regional Food Office
Regional internal revenue office
Regional Jfein Division
State nint office
County nanager (executive official
of a landkreis in Prussia)
Chanbers of Agriculture
Leader
Loan upon collateral security
Menber of the Gernan Diet
Menbor
Menbership nee ting
Mobilization
Muenznotalldepo t
Muttcrgesellschaft
NSDAP (abbreviation for
"NatLonalsozialis ti-
sche Deutsche Arbei-
terpartei ")
NSK Nationalsozialistische-
Partci Korrespondenz
Nationalsozialistische Deutsche
Arbeiterpar tei
Oberfinanzpraesidont
Oberkonnando des Heeres
(abbreviated OKH)
OKL (abbreviation for 'Dber-
koirinando dor Luf"bvaffe ")
Oberkonnando der Marine
(abbreviated OKM)
Oberkorviando dor Wehrr-iacht
(abbreviated OK'^ f)
Oberpraesident
Offene Handclsgesellschaft
(abbreviated O.H.G.)
Ordnungspolizei
Ortsbauernfuehrer
Or tsbauornschaft
Ortsgrupponleiter
Ostarbeiter
Ostarbei terabgabo
Parteigenossc (abbreviated
P.G.)
N
0
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Reich depository for coinage
notals under the supervision
of the Reich Plnance Ministry
Parent company
National Socialist Geman Workers
Party (Nazi Party)
National Socialist Party corres
pondence or press reports
Nazi Party
Chief of a regional"internal
revenue office
High Comand of the Amy
High Gonmand of the Air Force
High Oonnand of the Navy
High Coni'iand of Amed Forces
Provincial Governor (in Prussia
the chief official of a
province)
Partnership
Order police
Local Peasant Leader
Local Peasant Association
Local party loader of the NSDAP
'Eastern workers", workers from
occupied areas of the Soviet
Union
Eastern workers tax
Party Member
Patcnschaft
PorsoGnlich Haftender Ge-
sellschafter
Pflichtkartoll
Pg (abbreviation for
"Parteigonosse")
Planungsant
Pluendcrung
Polizoiver fuogung
Polizeivcrordnung
PortofGuillc (of a bank)
Praesidiun
ProssGabteilung
PrGSsekonfcrenz
Prokuris t
Protokoll
RAM (abbreviation for'fReichsaussen-
ninister" also used.for Reichs-
arbeitSninisteriun ")
Raub (or Beraubung)
ReChnungsant
Rechnungshof des Deutschen
Reiches
Redakteur
Regierungspraesident
Regierungsbezirk
Reichsabgabenordnung (abbr, RAO)
R
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Sponsorship
General partner
Conpulsory cartel
Menber of NSDAP
Planning office
Plunder or pillage
Police order
Police ordinance (addressed to
the public in general)
holdings; portfolio
Presidiun
Press division
Press conference
Enployee with a general power
of attorney
!'5inutes; record; statenent
Reich Foreign Minister
(also Reich Labor Ministry)
Spoliation
Regional accounting office to
exanine the budgets of the
regions under the supervision
of the Rechnungshof
Financial Controlling Court of
the Reich highest budgetory
and adninistrative controlling
agency^ conparable to the
General Accounting Office in
the U.S.A.
Editor
District president; highest
official in the district;
also the titlo of the
representative of "the Reich
in Sudetenland
Adninistrative district; sub
division of a Prussian
province and of the Bavarian
state
Reich statute of taxation dated
13 Dec. 1919, altered several
tir'.es subsequently
Reichsarbeitsfuehrer
Reichsarbei tsndnis teriun
(abbreviated R.A.M.)
Reichsarchiv
Relchsa ngehoerigkeit
Reichsbauernfuehror
Roichsbaudirektio n
Reichsbank
Reichsbewer tungsgcs c tz
Rcichsbuergschaft
Reichsdiens ts trafhof
Roichs finanzhof
Reichs f inanznini's teriun
(abbreviated R,F,M,)
Reichsfluch ts toner
Roichsfuchrcr und Chef dor
Deutschen Polizci un Reich-
ninisteriun des Innern
Reichsgesetzblatt •
(abbreviated RGBlg)
Reichsgosundhei tsant
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Reich labor leader, established
as suprene govcrnnent- agency
by decree of 20 August 19U3
(RGBl.I,p.ii9$)
Reich Labor Ifinistry
Reicharchives under supervision
of the Ministry of the Interior
Reich citizenship
Reich Peasant Leader
Reich Governnent BuiMing
Administration
National Bank of Germany founded
in 1875? transformed in
19 2h. as an independant bank
of the national government,
placed under the control of
the so-called Generalrat, By
laws of October 2?, 1933 CRGBIM,
p,827) and of February 10, 1937
(RGBl II, p. hi) the Gcnoralrat
as well as the independence from
the German government were
abolished; by act of June 1$,
1939 (RGBl T p. 101^) the Reichs
bank was placed under the
immediate control of the Fuehrer;
it is the only bank of issue
adninistored by the Reichsbank
di.rectoratc,
Reich appraisal law, dated l6" Oct,
193h
Reich guaranty
Reich civil service disciplinary
court
Reich Finance Court in Munich, the
highest appellate authority
in matters of taxation; under
supervision of the Reich Finance
Ministry
Reich Finance Ministry
Reich emigration tax, based on
laws of 6 December 1931j 8
May and l6 Oct. 193U
Reich leader and chief of the
German Police in the Reich
T'tinistry of the Interior,
Reich official gazette
Reich office of P^lic Health under
supervision of the Ministry of
Interior
Rcichsgruppo
Reichshauptabtcilung
RcichshauptkassG
Rcichshaushalt
(ordontlicher Haushalt)
(ausscrordentlicher Haushalt)
RoichskoDnissar
Rcichskroditkasse
Roichskrcdi tkassenschein
Rcichskul turkannor
Reichskiil turkannergcse tz
RKI (abbreviation for
'Rcichskriegsninisteriun ")
RIlI (abbreviation for
"Reichsluftfahrtninistoriun ")
Reichsleiter
Reichs lilnisterialblatt
Reichsninisteri'un fuer Rue stung
und Kricgsproduktion (Speer
^tLnist^y)
Reichs Monopolverwaltung fuer
Branntwoin
Reichs Muenzstaetto
Reichsnaehrs tand
Reichsschatzanireisung
Reichsschatzwcchsel
Reichssipponant
Reichsobriann
Reichspresschef der NSDAP
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Reich Group
Central Ilain Division
Gornan Treasury at Berlin under
supervision of the Reich
Finance Tlinistry, affiliated
with the Reichsbank
Reich budget
ordinary budget
extraordinary budget
Reich connissioner (sometines
cormissar)
Reich credit bank, established in
occupied territories as itinerant
bank or credit institution^
supervised by head offices in
Berlin, affiliated with the
Reichsbank
Reich credit bank note, issued
by Reichs Kredit Kassen also
called soldier's noney or
occupation nark
Reich Chanber of Culture
Reich Chanber of Culture Law
Reich l^'ar !1inistry
Reich .'dr Idnistry
Reich leader of the NSDAP, one
of the highest party officials
Reich liinisterial Gazette
Reich Jdnistry for Amanent and
W.ar Production
Reich Alcohol Monopoly
Adninistration under super
vision of the Reich Finance
Ministry
Reich ?tlnt
Reich Food Estate
Reich treasury bond
Reich treasury pronissory notes
Reich office for ancestry
research under supervision of
the ?anistry of the interior
Deputy Reich Peasant Leader
Reich Press Chief of the NSDAP
Rcichspressechof dor Regierxmg
Reichspressestelli
Reichsstolle
Reichsstellcn
Reichstag
Reichss ta t thaiter
Roichsstclle fucr das
Auswanderungswes on
Reichssportant
Rcichsverband dor Dcutschcn
Industrie
Rcichsverband dor Deutschen
Prosse
Reichsvorlagsajit
Roichsvorwaltungsgcricht
Reichsvereinigung
Rcidteveroini-gung Kohle
(abbreviated RVK)
Reichswir tschaf tsriinis toriun
(abbreviated R'A'li.l)
Richtlinie
Richtlinien
Rohatoff
Ruestungsant
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Rgich Press Chief of the
Governnent
Reich Press Office
Reich Office
Special Reich agencies or
offices
German Diet
Reich governor (established by
law of 30 January 193^. RGBl
p. 65 converting Germany into
an Einheitsstaat in which the
Reich governors enjoy Reich
authority in the States)
Reich Emigration Office under
supervision of the Reich Ministry
of the Interior
Reich sport office under super
vision of the Reich JiLnistry of
the Interior
Reich Association of German
Industry
Reich League of the German Press
Reich Publishing Office for
publishing and distributing
offioiol publications, under
the si;.f)orv.i si on o f the Reich
Ministry of the Interior
Reich Supremo Administrative Court
established by decree of 3
April 19U1 (J^GBI I p,20l) and
decree of 29 April 19hl (RGBl I
p, 22U-6) as the supreme court
of appeals for administrative
jurisdiction, in lieu of the
hitherto existing state
administrative courts.
Reich Association
Reich Association Coal (German
term should follow in
parenthesis)
Reich Ministry of Economics
Guiding principle
Directives
Raw Material
Armaments Office (a department in
Ministry for Ar'ianents and """ar
Production)5 Armaments Depart
ment
Ruestungslieforungsant
Rues tungswir tschaft
Saldo
Satzung
Schatzanweisungcn
Schatzwechsel
Schriftleitcr
Schriftlcitergese tz
Schriftsteller
Schutzhaft
Sicherhoitspolizei(abbreviation Sipo)
Sondervemocgon
Staatsgoheinnis
Staatssekretaer
Stannkapital
Steinkohle
S tellvertre ter
Steucrgutscheine
Strafgefangenor
Syndikat
Tagesparole, Sprachregelung
Tochtergesellschaft
Treuhaender
Ifrisatzsteuer
Unternehnen
U
Amanent Supply Office
Amanent Econony
Balance
Articles of incorporation
Treasury certificates
Treasury bills
Editor
Editorial Control Law
Author, v/riter
protective custody
Security police
Marshalled proper Igr
State secret
State Secretary
Capital stock
Bituninous cool or soft coal
Deputy
Tax-voucher, tax rebate certificate
given to respective taxpayers
in anticipation of tax paynents.
Convict
Syndicate
Daily directive. Parole, Instruc
tion, Comunication
Subsidiary conpany
Trustee or custodian
Sales tax
Enterprise
Verkehrpolizoi
Vorlegcr
V
Vemoegenss teuer
VerorcJnung,
Vertraulich
Verwaltungsant des Reichs-
bauerhfuehrers
Verwaltungss ondervernoogen
Vcrlust
Vertrag
V, I, Vertrauliche Infomation
Vierjahresplan
Vorsitzender, Vorsitzer
Vorstand
Vors tandsnitglied
Wehrwirtschaft
Wehrwirtschaft s fuohrer
Werkstoffe
Wirtschaft
Wirtschaftsgruppe
Wirtschaftsgruppe Bergbau
Wir tschaftspruef er
Wirtschaftssondorvormoegen
Wirtschaftsverband
ZD Zoitschriftendienst
Zeitschriftenpresse
Zensur, Voraensur, Nachzonsur
Zentralabteilung
W
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Control of traffic
Publisher
Property »tax
Decree or ordinance
Confidential
Administration Office of the
Reich Peasant Leader .
Property marshalled for
administration
Loss
Contract; agreement
Confidential report or information
Four Year Plan
Chairman
^Managing board of directors^
Member of a Vorsta.nd
Mill.tary economy^ war economy
Military economy loader
Synthetics5 substitutes, processed
materials
Economy or business
Economic Group
Economic Group Mining Industry
Certified auditor
Property marshalled for National
Economy
Regional Marketing Association
Poriodiaal or magazine service
Periodical press
Censor, prc*eonsor, post-censor
Central Department
Zcntralc Plan.ung
Zifisen
Zollfahridungss telle
Zwangskartoll
Central Planning Board of the
Four Year Plan
Interest
Custons search office to in
vestigate violations against
custons and currency regulaticns
Compulsory cartel
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